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Weaks Wants Relaxed,Casual
Atmosphere In Judge's Office
By JENNIE B.GORDON
Staff Writer
Relaxed and casual is how
George Weeks hopes Calloway
Countians will feel when they
enter'his office after he begins his
administration in January as
county judge/executive.
"The doors will always be open
as well as the books. What I do is
for the people. The money spent is
their money and they have a right
to know how it's spent," he said.
Weaks' wife, Jo, will be at his
side in the upcoming administra-tion serving as a full-time office
secretary. "Everybody knows Jo
and I think they will find her
friendly and helpful and I know
she'll be a great help to me." One
other secretary will be employed
full-time in the judge's office.
"I am very fortunate that Sue
Outland will remain as county
treasurer along • with Gordon
Moody, her assistant. I've been
told by officials in the state •
treasury department that she's
(Outland) one of the best
treasurers in the state and with
economic conditions the way they
are now, we're lucky to have her,"
Weeks said.
"I've been to three seminars in
preparation for my administration and heard each of Gov.
Brown's cabinet members speak
at least twice and all I keep hearing is how much money we're not
going to have.
"I think we can and I intend to
live within our income, without
more taxes if they, (federal
government) don't eliminate
revenue sharing." Weaks stated
he understands revenue sharing
has been funded though 1984.
Roads will be one of Weeks' top
priorities and he intends to be on
the roads seeing the people are
getting their money's worth.

. George Weeks
"I think we can build good roads
and I think the roads are in fair
shape now. There are some
bridges I feel have to be built, but
I think we can improve on what
we've got with the money we
have." Although Weaks has not
appointed a road engineer, he said
the roads all need to be in good
condition and he expects the
magistrates to report to him about
the condition of roads.
"I fully intend ttesee, regardles
of how anybody voted in the last
election, that the road money,
unless there is an emergency,is
divided equally on all four sides of
the county. Tax payers buy. that
right when they pay taxes and I
mean to see that they get their fair
share," he emphasized. •
Weeks plans to meet with Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis on a
weekly basis. He also plans to
suggest a magistrate attend city
council meetings, particularly
when a city-county project is on
the agenda, and will also-invite a
city council member to attend

fiscal court meetings. Weeks
noted on many city-county projects the interchange of equipment and manpower requires a
good working relationship with
Mayor Ellis, which he feels he will
have.
Any meetings or seminars
beneficial to the county, Weeks
anticipates attending. He will be a
member of the Purchase Area
Development District and Kentucky Association of County Officials. Any TVA meeting concerning Calloway County will also find
Weaks in attendance.
"I hope to be able to go to
Frankfort during the upcoming
meeting of the general assembly
to observe and meet with our
representative, Freed Curd, and
our senator, Greg Higdon."
Weaks feels any legislative session is very important to local
government.
Weaks said he feels there is a
definite need for groups such as
the Red Cross and Needline in
Calloway County and will help
these groups in their efforts,
especially in emergency situations. "I feel that we will be
receiving more calls for help than
ever and that we will also have to
work very closely with the
Ministerial Association to find
those who need help. If the
weather gets bad and folks are
cold and without food in the county, I'll work with volunteer
organizations to help them."
Calloway Conty is composed of
a diverse group of people who are
rich, poor and in the middle, according to Weeks. "But Calloway
County people are good people and
are always willing to help other."
"I-will be County judge for all
the people and will do my best to
look out for everyone's best interest." Weaks said.

CHRISTMAS IN THE PARK — Tim Todd puts some finals touches on one of the 32 displays in Cluistmu In
The Park. According to parks director Gary Hohman,two new exhibits have been added. The tour of displays,
which will beextended this year through the depot parking lot, will begin at 5:30 today. Santa Claus also will
be in the courthouse from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Dec. 18,21 and 22, Hohman said.

Murray State Jersey Cattle Herd
Wins First In State Competition
Murray State University's dairy
herd was awarded first place at a
recent meeting of the Kentucky
Jersey Cattle Club.
The MSU herd placed first with
a per cow, per year average of
13,725 pounds of milk and 629
pounds of fat. Placing behind the
universty were Clay Bank Farms
from the Bluegrass Parish and
Greenland Farms also from the
West Kenkucky Parish.
New officers were elected during the Dec. 5 meeting at Cave City. Club officers for 1982 are:
Elvis Donaldson, Bowling Green,
'president; Adelene Keightley,
Harrodsburg,first vice president;
Kathy Jo Stubblefield, Murray,
second vice president; Mike
Wilkinson, Frankfort, secretarytreasurer; and J6ey Pendleton,
Hopkinsville, national director,
American Jersey Cattle Club.
Three of the five new officers
are Murray State alumni. They
are Stubblefield, Wilkinson and
Pendleton. Oren Hull, Murray
State's diary superintendent is
also an alumni of the university.
Averages for the top 15 herds in

the 1980-81 testing years was
11,466 pounds of milk and 544
pounds of fat. The average of all
breeds for Kentucky was 10,201
pounds of milk.
According to Hull, Murray State
has shown quick advancement in
the jersey ratings. He said in 1979.
the herd was 54th in Kentucky. In
1980 it rated third and just received its high honor.
Results of the competition between cows of different ages follow
in the order they placed in competition:
Cows less than 36 months old:
Greenland • Farm — A-nine
Great Improvement — 17,870
pounds milk and 610 pounds fat.
Green View Farms — Green
View Leaders Nikki — 17,699
pounds milk and 872 pounds fat.
Coopland Farms — No name —
17,253 pounds milk and 641 pounds
fat.
Cows between 36 and 47 months.
Greenland Farms — Baronets
Brandy — 22,507 pounds milk and
779 pounds fat.
James Chaney and Family --

T.K.F.B. Wilma — 19,463 pounds
milk and 1057 pounds fat.
Murray State University -Murray Mercury Lynn -- 17,886
pounds milk and 823 pounds fat.
Cows between 48 and 59 months.
Clay Bank Farms — CBE'
Prince Imp Priority - 18,764
pounds milk and 951 pounds fat.
Clay Bank Farms - - BW Silver
Star Trixy — 17,980 pounds milk
and 967 pounds fat.
Murray State University
Generators Advancing Girl -16,299 pounds milk and 770 pounds
fat.
Cows 60 months and more.
James Chaney and Family Generators Topsy —22.340 pounds
milk 1,008 pounds fat.
Murray State University -Murray Chocolate Ruby — 21,112
pounds milk and 915 pounds fat.
Clay Bank Farms — Barlu
19,955
Chocolate Tabbys Dot
pounds milk and.801 pounds fat.
The James Chaney Farms
received High Fat award based on
mature Equivalent of T.K.F.B.
Wilma's 1057 pounds fat.

House Battle About Farm Program
Brings About Strange Alliance

'A CHILD'S CHRISTMAS' — Calloway County Library staff members and members of the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's Club have decorated the Library Arts Annex with antiques and ornaments using the theme "A Child's Christmas." The facility will be open to the public from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and by special appointment Saturday and Sunday.

cold day
Partly cloudy and cold today
with highs in the mid to upper
30s. Mostly clear and cold
tonight. Lows in the mid 20s.
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WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
battle in the House over a new
farm program is forging a strange
alliance of agriculture and urbanconsumer interests.
Usually at odds over
multibillion dollar farm legislation, the two groups are now working toward the same end — defeat
of an administration-backed, $11

Carroll Stood To Make Large Gains

Former Governor's Friend Indicted
By SY RAPASEY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Former Gov. Julian Carroll stood
to gain profit from Oklahoma oil
wells without any payment or investment, according to an indictment returned against one his
friends by a special federal grand
jury.
David W. Clark of Frankfort
was indicted Wednesday on
charges of mail fraud and perjury
and contempt.
A portion of the indictment said
that Clark lied to the jury when he
testified that he had no knowledge
of an oil venture involving former
state Democratic chairman
Howard "Sonny" Hunt, William
Curlin Jr. of Frankfort, a lawyer
and former congressman, and
Clark:
The perjury indictment against
Clark said, in part, that he was
,. . asked;
"Have you had any other
business dealings with Mr....
Hunt?" • •
The answer reported was: "Not
really. We talked about several
ventures at different times and

billion farm bill.
"It's the oddest coalition that
I've ever seen," said Rep. Ed
Jones, D-Tenn., a House
Agriculture subcommittee chairman who is among those organiztug opposition to the bill,
Agriculture Secretary John
Block, still optimistic about
passage of the compromise he
shoved through a • House-Senate
conference committee this week,
acknowledges that he needs the
support of some House
Republicans who have never
before voted for a farm bill,

-We need to cultivate all the
votes we can," Block says."We're
not going to leave any stone unturned."
The compromise bill is expected
to be approved, possibly as,early
as today, by the Senate, where
Block's position has generally
been endorsed by the Republican
majority.
The measure's backers emphasize that by keeping farmers
financial afloat, consumers also
are guaranteed continued production of adequate food supplies at
the lowest prices.

several things, but there is no a personal relationship with Con- Attorneys Appear At Balentine Hearing
nie Slattery of Frankfort.
other mutual investments in
Attorneys for both the prosecu- sent pretrial motion; and allow
The allegations are that Clark
anything as far as business operathe judge to rule upon them.
tion and defense appeared before
tions are concerned to my received expenses to which he was special Judge Thomas Spain for a
Trial in the case is scheduled to
not entitled in the interstate mails.
knowedge at this time.". •
begin 'Feb. 8, 1982. Balentine is
of
case
the
in
pretrial
hearing
Hunt, of Danville and LexThe prosecution contended this
charged under an indictment
ington, figures prominently in the sheriff-elect David Balentine
answer was false.
returned by the September grand
Wednesday.
One indictment against Clark perjury indictment of Clark.
jury. He is charged with two
Hunt has been indicted by the
alleges two counts of perjury and
The hearing, closed to the counts of sexual abuse and one
jury on charges of involvesame
is
contempt. A second indictment
public, was for attorneys to pre- count of official misconduct.
ment in a scheme to split inon 12 counts of mail fraud.
Federal prosecutor John Fit- surance fees from the state while
zgibbons said all the charges he was chairman. The jury's 30carry as much as a five-year month term ends Sunday.
The indictment said that Clark
prison term upon conviction for
each count and a fine ranging up testified that he had no knowledge
about any additional business
to $10,000 for each count.
Clark is a vice president of dealing with Hunt.
flowing to the government after
WASHINGTON (AP) — House
The government charges that
Hurst-Rosche Engineers Inc., a
Dec. 15.
avert
to
hoping'
Republicans,
civil enOneering firm with head- Clark knew that answer was false,
Speaktr Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.,
"ron-another
government-stopping
1979,
19,
April
about
or
on
because
quarters in Hillsboro, Ill.
said today he expects the
-Mass.,
0
with
House,
the
White
frontation
sc•The company received an he flew to Enid,
will be close.
vote
final
billion
in
$4
to
deliver
trying
are
estimated $7 million in state .companied by Hunt, to discuss
He said the lgoslators' desire to
that
cuts
domestic
spending
'nev,
inof
possibility
the
evaluate
and
engineering contracts while Cargo home for Christmas may provesting in various Oklahoma oil President Reagan wants and
roll was governor..
mpt them, to vote for the
leaders
oppose.
Democratic
wells.
The mail fraud_ indictment
plan and avoid
Republican
The indictment alleges that in
charges that Clark-defrauded his
The latestin a year-long series another fight. "Am I sure of victhat
of
year,
May
Clark,
or
April
company "by obtaining money,
of budget fights was due today as
tory"' The answer is no," O'Neill
services and property by means of Hunt and William Curtin Jr., a
House
theDemocratic-controlled
"Is ( Republican Leader
said.
false and fraudulent pretenses, Frankfort lawyer and former conconsidered a stopgap spending
Robert H.) Michel sure of victory?
partto
a
form
agreed
gressman.
representations and promises.'
The answer is no...
measure needed to keep money
• (continued On Page 2)
It said this came about through

House Republicans Attempt
To Deliver Budget Cuts
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Committee To Address
Brown's Reorganization Power

•

CHRISTMAS FLASHBACK — In a scene of the Ghost from Christmas-past in Charles Dickens' "A
Christmas Carol," a young Ebenezer Scrooge (Ben Moore,second from right) celebrates his engagement at
the Christmas party of his employer Fezziwig (left) with Louise Weatherly (second from left) and Carol
Penn. The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre will present the holiday classic at 8 p.m. Thursday
through Saturday. Matinee performances have been scheduled at 2 p.m.Saturday and Sunday.

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
13ow much should the legislature
limit the power of the governor to
reorganize administrative agencies and adjust the budget?
That is a question being addressed by the legislature's Program Review and Investigation
Committee.
The group is expected to have a
report ready for the 1982 General
Assembly and is expected to
recommend some reduction in the
current gubernatorial powers.
However, the committee has
agreed to hear from Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. before its makes its
final report.
Brown was scheduled to appear
at the committee's meeting
Wednesday, but was detained in
Washington, where he appeared
before a Congressional task force.
Committee chairman Sen.
Robert Martin, D-Richmond, said
the committee would meet again

Julian Carroll....

(Continued From Page 1)

partnership, for which Carroll
was not required to pay and invest
any monies and was fiat responsible for any debts of the partnership."
The indictment said Hunt got a
$90,000 loan from the Bank of
Mount Vernon and Clark made
payment to the partnership for
$40,000 with a check drawn on his
personal "oil account."
To this, the indictment said, was
added $80,000 by Clark, also from
that listed account.
The government said Clark paid
$10,000 on $40,000 which he had
borrowed from the Farmers Bank
at Frankfort and the note was
replaced with a $30,000 loan cosigned by Clark and Curlin.
It contended that Clark, subpoenaed to appear July 27, 1979,
failed to bring certain records to
the grand jury specified in the
subpoena.
The indictment said investigators wanted to know about
Hunt's business and whether it involved state officials or funds.
Another goal, it said, was to

nership and invest $120,000 for a
one-eighth interest in three wells
about to be drilled in Oklahoma by
Vaughn Good.
The indictment said:
"It was also part of the partnership agreement that Gov. Julian
Carroll would receive an interest
in their partnership, consisting of
approximately one-half of the
future proceeds earned by the

The Murray Ledger & Times
(USPS 3011-7001
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays, July
4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc., 106 N 4th, Murray, Ky.
42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Mut.rar, Ky 42071.
l.f/iSCHIPTION RATFS• In •rNa•
served by carriers, S3.50 per month,
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per year
To reach all departments of the
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"determine the involvement and
relationship of one Julian Carroll
to any financial transaction,
business arrangement, partnership, mutual investment or venture."
Clark and Curlin also were
friends of Carroll, who has appeared before the grand jury and
said that he is not a target of its investigation.
Preceding the indictments was
an unusual case involving Walter
Swyers Jr., a Louisville attorney
who has been mentioned in the indictment against Hunt.
The government said Swyers
purchased $30,000 in certificates
of deposit in his name for Hunt. It
said Swyers wilfully failed to produce certain records sought by the
jury in a subpoena for Oct. 9,1980.
Although Swyers was charged
with criminal contempt, federal
prosecutor John Fitzgibbons said
both sides had agreed to waive an
indictment and allow Swyers to
plead guilty at arraignment, with
sentencing to be handled by the
judge.

Bel Air
Merchants
Assoc.
Presents

Moynahan expressed extreme
reluctance at such an arrangement, questioning Swyers and his
attorney, Frank Haddad Jr. of
Louisville, on whether they were
satisfied and knew the possible
consequences.
Moynahan said that among the
factors bothering him was that the
arrangement did not specify anymaximum sentence.
"I'm not being contentious," the
judge said at one point, "but I
don't know what this is about."

next Wednesday and request that
Brown ap,..ear. However, Martin
indicated the group would not wait
much longer before making its
report.
"We do want to get this done
before Santa Claus comes," Martin remarked.
The committee apparently will
use a bill draft by Rep. David
Thomason, D-Henderson as a
framework for its final report on
reorganization, while Sen. Jim
Bunning, R-Ft. Thomas is working on a proposal relating to the
governor's power over the budget.
Wednesday's discussion dealt
primarily with reorganization.
The committee members agreed
they have three choices — limit
the governor's power, abolish it
altogether or do nothing.
And most seemed to agreed that
the current setup, through which
Brown has issued more than 140
executive orders reorganizing
state agencies during his first two
years in office, is not acceptable.
"Every legislator I have talked
to feels we have given away too
much of our power," said Rep.
Adrian Arnold,fl-Mt.Sterling.
Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, said he has not been
shown the neeed for reorganization between sessions of the
legislature "except maybe t4k—
eep
everybody confused."
And Rep. Steven Wilborn, DShelbyville, said he thinks many
of Brown's reorganizations have
been for personality reasons instead of for more efficient managment.
Thomason said his bill is patterned after the federal government system, where most

presidential changes and appointments must be confirmed by Congress.
Thomason said his bill would
also require that the governor
give a reason for any reorganization, along with estimates of its
impact on personnel and the
budget.
Thomason said there probably
are areas where the governor
should be able to reorganize
government between sessions, but
his bill would provide for oversight by an interim legislative
committee.
But he said there are also areas,
such as with constitutional offices,
where the governor should not be
able to reorganize, even with
legislative approval.
Brown is being challenged in
court concerning his reorganization of the Department of
Agriculture. The issue is currently
before the state Supreme Court,
which heard oral arguments on
the case Tuesday.
The committee staff presented
seven proposed alternatives
Wednesdsay concerning the
governor's authority to reduce appropriations.
However, Bunning's proposals
are expected to be the main topic
of discussion along those lines at
next week's meeting._ _
"There are holes that have to be
plugged to give us more control
over the budget and reorganization," Bunning said following the
meeting.
"There is a very strong concensus that we have got to do
something," said Bunning, who
added he thought there would be
bipartisan sponsorship of bills in
both houses of the Legislature.

Murray-Western Cooperation
Starts At Ground-Floor Level
Cooperation between Murray
State University and -Western
Kentucky University has been initiated at the Board of Regents
level, but the actual cooperation
has also begun at the ground-floor
level. Literally.
When Peggy Lyman dances in
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre on
the Murray Campus this Friday,
she will be dancing on a portable
dance floor called a Marley Floor,
which will be on loan from
Western.
Bill Peeler, technical director at
Murray's University Theatre, arranged the loan and also
transported the floor from Bowling Green to Murray. Peeler said
"the floor of the Johnson Theatre
stage is just not appropriate for a
dance concert." Peeler has had
experience with dance concerts
before, having been the stage
manager for the Jackson Ballet in
Jackson, Miss.
According to Kathy Charles, instructor of dance at Murray, the
problem is that the stage floor has
been painted too many times.

"You just don't get the right cost several thousand dollars.
amount of slide and give when you "We're in the process of starting a
try to dance on painted wood," dance program, and we are going
Charles said. The stage floor is to need something like this in the
painted a new color for each play. near future. I'm just glad that
-This Marley Floor should solve Western was gracious enough to
loan us theirs at this time,"
our problems," Charles said.
Murray State is currently in- Malinauskas said.
Lyman will present her dance
vestigating the possibility of purchasing its own portable dance program, entitled Peggy Lyman
floor. Mark Malinauskas, director Dances Friday, Dec. 11 at 8 p.m.
of the University Theatre at Mur- For ticket information, call 767ray, said a floor of this sort will 6797.

Sale To Help Women's Athletics
A garage sale, aimed at
generating revenue for the
women's intercollegiate athletic
program at Murray State University, is planned for Thursday
through Saturday in the Carr
Health Building on the MSU campus.
The sale will run daily from 8:30
a.m. to 8:30 p.m. in theNorth Gym
in the Carr Health Buildings and
items offered for sale have been
donated by members of the MSU

Racer Club, the universitys fund
raising support group.
The garage sale is being coordinated by MSU athletic promotions director Jimmy Wilder and
MSU women's coaches Nita Head,
Margaret Simmons and Jean
Smith. Persons wishing to contribute items for sale should call
762-6800. Money raised at the
garage sale will be earmarked for
the women's athletic program at
MSU.

Country Ham Give-Away
Register Now At Any Of these Participating Merchants
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Murray Sewing Center

CALLOWAY MIDDLE School contestants for the
County Spelling Bee are Natalie McDougal, left,
and Dana Ferguson.

EAST ELEMENTARY School contestants for the
County Spelling Bee are, from left, Michelle Stubblefield,Kristen Rued°and Gina Harris.
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SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY School contestants for the County Spelling Bee are,from left,
Jon Rose, Amy Ferguson and Leslie Erwin.
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Children must be accompanied by adult

No Purchase Necessary
Need Not Be Present To Win

NORTH ELEMENTARY School contestants for
the County Spelling Bee are, from left, Matthew
Yuill, Alan Baud'and Angie Miller.

Studertts To Compete In Spelling Bee
Students from East,
North and Southwest
Elementary Schools and
from Calloway County
Middle School will participate in the Calloway
County Spelling Bee
Saturday, Dec. 12, at 9:30
a.m. in Calloway Middle
School. This is sponsored
by Calloway County
Education Association.
The winner

sent Calloway County in
the Kentucky Education
Association sponsored
district competition and
the Mid-South competitions in the spring of 1982.
Betty Riley: teacher of
English at Calloway
County High School, will
pronounce the words.
Four judges representing
all four schools involved

will be Gail Turner, Judy
Darnell, Wilda Purdom
and Lennie Hook.
Students participating
in the bee will include the
following:

Esst-.-Michelle Stubblefield, fourth grade,
Gina Harris, fifth grade,
and Kristen Ruccio, sixth
grade.
North — Angie Miller,

fourth grade, Alan
Bazzell, fifth grade, andMatthew Yuill, sixth
grade.
Southwest — Jon Rose,
fourth grade, Amy
Ferguson, fifth grade,
and Leslie Erwin, sixth
grade.
Calloway Middle Natalie McDougal,
seventh grade, and Dana
Ferguson,eighth grade.
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Stop the
check machine
We heard in October that $60 million in Social
Security checks have been mailed to dead persona
— and cashed by their relatives or friends. Now comes word that checks for $18 million in benefits
for black lung disease have been sent to coal miners
who have died.
• Why can't the government work out a system to
, keep track of whether the beneficiaries of its pro,
•" grams are dead or alive?
• Or healthy. It can take up to two years for the
'government to discover that a person drawing
'disability benefits has recovered and gone back to
work.
These stories from auditors and investigators
'suggest that somewhere there is a government
• check-writing apparatus so vast and intricate that
,when given a command to stop it takes months or
F:years to respond. It is hard to estimate what this
lethargy is costing the taxpayer.
The same kind of slow-motion is evident when the
government tries to collect its debts. Edwin L.
Harper, deputy director of the Office of Management and Budget, says there is the surprising $34
'•'billion outstanding in delinquent loans and taxes
-:Owed to the government — enough to cut the current
year's federal deficit in half.
For all its computers and the platoons of federal
employees who tend them, the government has
been unable to keep up with the demands for information and record-keeping created by its own
programs. Americans do not want a Big Brother
computer collecting information about their personal affairs, but somewhere between that extreme
and the shortcomings of the present system there
must lie a better way for the government to keep its
books.

garrotes galley

by m. c. garrott

Dinner in restored, 163-year-old
Bowling Green home an experience
• -,• •

Hotel used to stand on the southeast
Looking backwards a couple or
corner of the mid-town square. A big
three weeks, we — John and Teck
Farrell, Hamp and Barbara Erwin, modern bank is on that corner now.
The only thing was, though, it was
Leroy and Kate Eldridge and
east of the square — not north of it, as
Cathryn and I — were so elated after
the youngsters had directed.
that stunning 38-6 Racer football win
•••
utoer Western Kentucky up at BowlIt turned out to be a very inine Green we really didn't feel much
teresting old place in which to have
like having dinner.
dinner. The food was good and the
But since that is customary in
prices right. But the service left
away-game circles before heading
something to be desired. It took
for home, the vote was unanimous
unusually long to serve us, and you
that we try the Mariah House in
practically had to get down and beg
downtown Bowling Green.
for a glass of water.
It had been highly recommended to
The old, two-story house — built
us by Dr. Richard and Cheryl
right next to the sidewalk — has been
Crouch, David and Vicki Travis and
standing since 1818, they say, and,
Scott and Pat Seiber, who had been
seated right In front of US at that—known as the Mariah Moore House,
has been the home of a number of inmemorable game.
dividuals prominent in the affairs of
They also had spent the night
Bowling Green and the Combefore in Bowling Green and found
Mariah's to be a fine place to have. monwealth.
It currently is listed on the Nadinner in the Hilltoppers' hometown.
tional Register of Historic Places,
And you know how women are.
and is also the oldest standing brick
They always want to try something
structure in Bowling Green.
new along the dining out line. So, as
The house originally was built in
soon as the game was over, we set out
1818 by a young couple — George and
to find Mariah's.
Elizabeth Moore — at a cost of
We had no difficulty locating it, finalmost $4,000. George was the
ding it quite by accident, however,on
brother of one of Bowling Green's
State Street and on the left about one
block east of where the old Helms founding fathers, John Moore.

dinner leisurely, and as you sit there,
The Moores — George and
you can't help but picture the
Elizabeth — had five children after
Moores' family life in those same
their house was built, all of whom
rooms when Andrew Jackson was the
eventually married or left home, ex7th President of the United States
cept for a daughter, Mariah. She
and on through the pre-Civil War
never married and lived in the house
years.
until her death in 1888. That's how, in
•.•
later years, it became known as the
1
received
a
nice
letter the other
House.
Moore
Mariah
•••
day from Bill Silverblatt, my former
classmate at Murray State and
In 1979, two young fellows - Rick
whom I hadn't seen for more than 40
Kelley and David Sears — saw in the
until this year's Homecoming
years
old house the potentiality of a place
weekend.
for gracious dining, and Mariah's
Bill, a physician, lives in
1818 became a reality.
Longwood, Fla., and he had some
With the guidance of the Kentucky
nice things to say about Murray
Heritage Commission, every effort
State.
the
preserve
to
has been made
original style and character of the _ 'The Murray State campus is
1 tiulous," lie wrote, "but the most
-fthome.
unique stimulus for me was the atThe wooden floors have been striptitude and conduct of the students. I
ped back to their original state. The
have been on many campuses since
fireplaces and mantels have all been
leaving Murray, but never exrefurbished. Several walls have been
perienced such courtesy, neatness
stripped back to their original brick,
and friendly assistance on the part of
and many of its antiques and wood
active students.
workings have been taken from local
"I can't truly remember how I
historic buildings.
behaved during Homecoming when I
The restoration of the old house has
was in school, but hope I was just half
helped it remain as one of Bowling
as genteel.",
Green's oldest and finest.
Now, doesn't that make you proud
It's an interesting, unusual and
of our university? It does me.
comfortable place in which to have

Senator wants
his mail sent
by horseback
Sen. Steve Symms,R-Idaho, recently sent a horse
to do post office business. He dispatched two letters
from the nation's Capitol to Harper's Ferry, W. Va.
One was sent by horseback.
Both letters arrived the same day.
The senator was not trying to revive the Pony Express. But he did make quite a stir, and mail by
horse has much appeal these days.
In order to save money,someone decided that letters sent to a street address will be delivered by
hand when the recipient has a box at the local post
office. For many businesses this means afternoon
service and slow delivery. A horse might help.
Synuns made his point to support a bill which
would allow private firms to compete with the
Postal Service in delivery of first-class mail. For a
change, however, we agree with postal officials.
Symms' plan would reduce income and further
weaken service.
On the other hand,the present system is not working as anticipated. Costs have gone up while serwtos
has declined,and something must be done.
(Reprinted by permission of the Scottsdale Daily
Progress)

Thoughts
in season
By Ken Wolf
In these days of high interest rates
and low productivity — adding up to
a recession that either hasn't started
or will soon end, some folks are
reminded of the "great crash" of
1929. In her book The Invisible Scar,
Caroline Bird reminds readers that
the rich did not disappear after 1929:
But after 1929 the rich no
longer glittered as they
walked. Never again were
they to have it 90 good.
On the eve of the crash that heralded the Great Depression, the
welathiest 5 percent of the American
population consumed one-third of all
the goods and services in the United
States. By 1960, that same 5 percent
consumed less than one-fifth.
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Looking back
Ten years ago
Sgt. Stephen G. Nanny, son of Mr
and Mrs. Lester Nanny, Murray, had
completed an 18-months tour of duty
with Air Force in Guam.
Kathy Thompson, senior at
Calloway County High School, spoke
at a meeting of Kiwanis Club in Murray Woman's Club House.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Sheriff Woodrow
Rickman who was to take office in
January 1962 attended the Kentucky
Sheriffs Convention in Lexington.
Phil Housden, 4-H club member
from New Concord, won in Burley
Tobacco Judging Contest with
District 4-H and FFA Burley Sale
conducted at Big Burley Mart,
Paducah, Dec.9.
Thirty years ago
Serving aboard Destroyer USS
Yarnall, operating in Korean waters,
was Rob W. Parker, electrician's
mate fireman, United States Navy,
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. Don Parker.
Dr. J. W. Carr was working on the
last chapter of a history of Murray*.
State College as his 92nd birthday on
Dec. 13 approached.
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Investment methods studied by writer
more books, pore through issues of
five magazines, and study two or
three investment advisory services,
all of which he names.
You might become disillusioned
too at having wasted time. "Buy
stocks when they're undervalued,"
the author advises in his summary on
the concluding 260th page of the $15
book. which purports to be a guide.
Considering the likelihood that
nobody sufficiently accomplished to
have survived to adulthood requires
such ersatz wisdom, the reader's
time and energy, not to mention $15,
would seem to havebeen misspent.
The author, a person who seeks to

NEW YORK (AP) — There are
many approaches to investing, but
here for the sake of contrast are two
of them: The book route, which
might never get you there; and the
investment club route, which
guarantees to.
First, the books. If you were to
study a tenth of the investment books
that line the booksellers' racks you
might never have time to invest.
Moreover, you might become intimidated rather than encouraged.
After supplying more than 250
pages of material largely culled from
other books and from magazines, one
hew author suggests you read five

earn a living with words rather than
investments, inadvertently offers
one valuable suggestion: "In getting
advice," he advises, "consider the
source." Excellent advice.
Meanwhile, as you meandered
through the book racks, other
amateurs have taken a simpler
route: They've been investing, earning 21 percent compounded annually,
doubling their money in less than
four years.
This is the 10-year average experience of 220 investment clubs
(3,500 individuals i which responded
in a sampling by the National
Association of Investment Clubs. It is

Today in history
Today is Thursday, Dec. 10, the
344th day of 1981. There are 21 days
remaining in the year.
On Dec. 10, 1936, Britain's King Edward VIII abaicated, assuming the
title of Duke of Windsor.
On this date:
in 1520, Martin Luther publicly
burned a papal bull excommunicating him from the Roman
Catholic Church.
In 1898, the Treaty of Paris was
signed,ending the Spanish-Anierieiin
*sr.

•

In 1967, the world's first commer- of kidnapping scagrarns heir Samuel
cial thermonuclear explosion took Bronfman II were acquitted of the
place in New Mexico with its goal to 'kidnap charge but convicted of
aid in the recovery of natural gas extortion.
One year ago: The U.S. and its
from underground deposits.
And in 1968. U.S. and North Viet- NATO allies said they would respond
namese negotiators in Paris failed to with possible economic and
break a deadlock on conditions for diplomatic sanctions in the event of
Soviet intervention in Poland.
starting the Vietnam peace talks.
Thought For Today: Almost any
Ten years ago: The Senate cOnfirmed Nixon appointee William
man knows how to earn money, but
liehnquist as Associate Justice of the not one in a million knows how to
spend it. -- Henry David Thoreau,
Supreme Court.
American writer 118'7-18621.
Five years ago: Two men accused

an average; some clubs did much
better but, of course, some failed to
perform up to the average.
Still, as the NAIC proclaims, it's a
remarkable record, considering it
was accomplished "not by following
an exotic, mysterious stockmarket
system, but by consistently following
three simple principles."
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Lindsey, Morris
Recognized At Tea

Community Eiwnts
Thursday,Dec. 10
Zeta Department of Employees will meet at
Murray Woman's Club 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
will have a Christmas Stockade. A musical proparty at 7 p.m. at club gram will be presented
by Daytha McCallon and
house.
Clarice Norsworthy.
--92
No.
Murray Chapter
Pacers Homemakers
Royal Arch Masons will
will meet at Wilma
Club
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
Beatty's home at 6:30
p.m.
School
Sunday
Lydian
Adult I Department of
Class of First Baptist
School, First
Sunday
6
at
Church will meet
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of Baptist Church, will meet
at 5:30 p.m. in church
church.
parlor.
Friday,Dec. 11
Local Chapter of NaChristmas Medley Protional Association of
gram will be presented at
Retired Federal 7 p.m. in Golden Pond
Visitors Center, Land
Ends Tonite• 7:00,9:05
Between the Lakes.
e Witness R
Reservations suggested
STARTS TOMORROW
call 1-924-5602.
and
6001
JACK We
Alle•C.A LAP•al

"naik.

On So e
3 Days
Only
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Saturday,Dec. 12
and
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Battered Woman Balks
At Turning Other Cheek
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DON'T YOU WISH
YOU WERE ARTHUR?
Dudley
Moore

Liza
MInnell,

erthur

ec. 11-12
Fri.-Sat.
Sun.

Fanbacks in a
modest size

STARTS TOMORROW
mmesWelle —
Joy Of A Woman(X)
*Sylvia KristsI
—18 or over o —

Seri princess chair cushion extra

VICTORY

Plus Pier I
King Chairs
Only

Great

$4999

Gift
Selections

The new
Pie 1

For All

RCM
IS THE
TIME
FOR HEROES.

Peri Ora

collections
Bel Air Center
Murray

Chestnut St •753-3314

LATE SHOW FPI & SAT
. *DLO isiiiirsistitsi
IS OR 0011 Ostv • II 10 PM

61-F 10-8
Sat. 10-6
. Sun. 1-5

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,DECEMBER 11,11161
What kind of day will tomes- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct.23to Nov.21) infelP
stars say, read the forecast An unrealistic attitude
towards finances could cause
given for your birth Sign.
trouble, yet legitimate'wet°

41244g

Reg. $69.99 $4999
Ends Tonite•7:20,9:25
Sou ern
ARTS TOMORROW

sillp
oesecietYL. LIndeynzj
'hil°
sey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, an
accounting major; and

event by ODK, the tea
honors sophomore
students for their
academic achievement
and leadership contributions in one or more of
several areas on campus.

xa

Ends Toodte• 7:10,9:15

Scowlers(R

Circle dnational
°rnicrtin
Delta
• leaderKappa

ilehrElected
President
Murray Club

Decorator's delight for dlnflijd
room, garden room or patio
46 tall dlintnuuve varaton o
Play l'a popular king chair ,
Handwoven of natural burl,
strUtt
blacIt trim

TI. Amato tan a Mr
dome*••••••••••

Two Murray coeds are Mary Morris, daughter of
among 13 sophomores at Mr. and Mrs. Calvin MorMurray State University ris, a political science
recognized at a recent major.
Outstanding Sophomore
Planned as an annual
Tea sponsored by MSU

always
He wants to try to make a go. of our marriage, but I'm
improve inaine arbe now.Be
afraid he'll beat me up again if he gets a mind to. He says ARMS
on your toes.
7,
times
70
him
forgive
to
am
I
says
supposed
Bible
the
4
1
to
r0
4
21
19)
(Mar.
Apr.
grefr
sneirrrnalus
which is 490. I forgave him three times already. Does that
It's an up-and-down time (Nov.22to Dec.21)
mean I have 487 more times to go? I don't think I could live
regarding communication Keep expectations within
through it. Help me.
HAD IT IN ALTOONA, PA. with others. Still, you'll profit reasonable limits and youil
from better rapport with a strengthen existing ties.
Fulfill social obligations and
DEAR HAD IT: Pete is sick. "Forgive" him, but close friend.
visit oldfriends.
have nothing to do with him until he recovers. He's TAURUS
CAP1UCORN
deranged, he's dangerous. You (Apr.20 to May 20)
only
not
mentally
Nancy Mehr was in- need help, too. Call your family service association A conservative course is (Dec.22to Jan.10) Via
stalled as president of and inquire about assistance and counseling for the your best bet towards spen- Deal directly with
Welcome Wagon Club of battered woman.
ding. New work opportunities ups,since co-worters
Murray at the November DEAR ABBY: When someone makes a donation to a are likely, but don't let good competitive. Self-discipline
meeting at First Chris- charity in the name of a friend as a Christmas gift, who gets news lead to extravagance. leads to greater accomplishmentand commendation.
GEMINI
tian Church.
the tax deduction?
- AQUARIUS
0
Other officers installed Don't pass this off so hastily. If A sends B a card saying (May 21 to June 20) 111°1
atm
were Frances Beale, first that he has given $100 to The Little Sisters ofthe Poor in B's, Relations with old friends (Jan.20toFeb.IR)
at a distance would
vice president; Marcia name, A has either made a gift to B, which is not tax improve, but avoid disputes Friends
(B being an individual, not a charity) or he has with a close family member. like to see you. Let patience
Dillon, second vice presi- deductible
made no gift to B.
Stability in love is yOurs to rule over temperament in
dent; Nancy Jones, If A has made a gift to The Little Sisters of the Poor for B, gain now,
defiling with a child or a
recording secretary; then B should get the tax deduction. If A has made tio gift to CANCER
AN 1,4 romantic companion.
Florence Hensley, B, but rather a gift to some chigity, why should he brag to B (June 21 to July 72) my ce--1,PISCES
about it? I object to such "gifts."
treasurer.
Attend to unfinished tasks — (Feb.19to Mar.20)
J.C.K. especially those around the A family member May
Also named were
• Shirley Wade, publicity DEAR J.C.K.: The person who lays out the money house. Be careful driving after hesitate about going along
and historian; Diane Mc- for% a tax-deductible gift gets the deduction, not the dark and don't be provoked in- with a plan. Seriousness of
purpose leads to career proto disputes.
Crystal, hospitality chair- person in whose name the donation was made.
gress. Romance is iffy.
LEO
man; Very!, Welch, Read on for a letter from another reader who
YOU BORN TODAY are in23 to Aug.22)
objects to the "gift-in-your-name" gift for yet (July
hospitality assistant.
Serious talks are favored tuitive, but inclined to take
another
reason:
Mary Hamilton is
over small-talk. Seek out risks. Though your business
hostess and Kathryn DEAR ABBY: I give to those causes in which I believe, friends of similar mental rap- hunches may be accurate,
Outland is advisor for the and I do not want anyone to make a donation in my name to port. Avoid arguments about you'll have greater happiness
in a creative field. °varmint
club.
monetary affairs.
any charity without my permission.
imy nervous tension and take a
,
Following the installa- Example: If someone made a contribution to the Equal VIRGO
tion the group visited the Rights Amendment in the name of Phyllis Schlafly, I'm (Aug. 23 to Sept.22) "I' -it chance on your originality.
If you'll distinguish between You could be an innovator in
Wild Raspberry for a sure she wouldn't appreciate it.
bona fide and a dubious your field, if you curtail a
a
crafts demonstration by
DEAR ABBY:Is there anything wrong with a girl making
opening, you'll in- tendency to expediency.
career
out just a little to keep a fellow interested in dating her? I
Bonnie Raspberry.
now. Be tact- Music, painting, Mos,poetry
revenues
crease
just
that,
like
anything
or
scene
love
big
great
a
mean
don't
and architecture are some of
family.
with
ful
the
during
kisses
of
couple
a
and
The best insurance you a little light necking
the fields which promise you
..n.r*x
LIBRA
I'm
kiss?
can have may be a well- evening, and maybe one extra special good-night
"" fulfillment. You'd mike a
(Sept. alto Oct.72)
principle.
of
matter
a
as
virtue
my
keeping
engineered
automobile.
DATING NOW Despite some indecision,it's good spokesman for a cause.
a good time to sign up for a Birthclate of: Gilbert Roland,
DEAR DATING: That's a dangerous game. The course -of study. Inner agita- actor; Alexander Sohbetdtkind of "interest" you could arouse might cost you tion could lead to snapping out syn, author; and Carlo Ponti,
film producer.
at someone.
your principle.

Princess Chair

7,10,9:15

Y-4

and Alanon will meet at 8
Church of Christ will p.m. in west a.. of
have a churchkvide Livestock and E
potluck dinrOr at 6 p.m. Center.-- —
at Murray Woman's Club
By Abigail Van Buren
Household shower for
House.
Mr. and Mrs. James
Associated 'General ,Odell who lost their home
Contractors Club at Mur- by fire will be at 2 p.m. in
ray State University will Blood River Baptist
sponsor a pancake and Church Fellowship Hall.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a very religious man. Pete
sausage breakfast from 7
his real name)is also possessed of a violent temper and
(not
Women of Chestnut has beaten
a.m. to noon in Parrish
me up several times. The first two times I took no
Center, St. Leo's Catholic Grove AME Church, legal action, although I did wind up in the hospital the
Church. Prices will be Hazel, will sponsor a fund second time. Pete cut my fingertips with a pair of scissors
$2.50 in advance and $3 at raising dinner from noon and hit me over the head with the telephone, causing me to
have 22 stitches in my head as well as a concussion. I was in
door with children under to 10:30 p.m.in church.
the hospital for two weeks, and when I came out he denied
five free.
a hand on me. He said I threw myself down the stairs
Captain Wendell Oury laying
and he would like to see me prove I didn't!
Murray Squar-A- Chapter of Daughters of After I filed for divorce, Pete begged me to see a marriage
Naders will dance from 8 American Revolution will counselor with him, so I did.(A man.) When the counselor
to 10:30 p.m. in Woodmen have a Christmas party pointed out Pete's faults, Pete said,"Of course he'd stick up
and gift exchange at 1 for you; he's a man and you're a woman!"
of World Hall.
and
p.m. in home of Sally Wanting to be fair, I changed to a woman counselor,
women
"You
said,
he
wrong,
the
in
was
Pete
said
she
when
Sycamore.
A rinrisrmnilS
AlC0hOliec
Livesay, 1604
stick together." (I can't win.)
Seventh
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Christmas Dreams
o o
Ladies
Sportswear
By Ralph Lauren-Polo

Aramis
Cologne

A
•

Blouses

Ladies
Sportswear
By Liz Claiborne

Gloves

Private
Collection
Estee Lauder

25%0FF

LL SLIPPERS

\ Sweaters

eft

Regata's
Jr. Coordinated Sportswear

Fragrances By
ermain
e Monteil
C
Estee Lauder
Charles of The Ritz
Ultima II/Charles Revson
, Ralph Lauren

Select from cozy quilted cottons, worm
fuzzy acrylics plus rich leathers and
suedes. Hundreds of pairs to choose
from. You'41 find styles to pLease
everyone on your holiday shopping list.
Now sole priced to save you 25%! -

Payless
Shoe
Source

Sole prices good through the weekend.

Ihe Cherris

1981 Volume Shoe Corporal/On
THE &rat

Paducah

DOWNTOWN
CHESTNUT

I.

Murray

Cope Girsrdist

Big K Shopping Center Central Shopping Center
New Lecithin
West Pent Mel
19:00 qfp.-9:00 p.m. 9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Daily
Open 9:30 e...-9:30 p.n. Deily
1:6 Sunday
1-6 Sunday

BEST

CC

•

Thurktia Ilreembrr 10. MI

1.1.:116F.R t%

1'414;5 Till. 411 RH 1 .

Flora -Ellis Vows Said In First Baptist Church
Brussells lace. The
bodice featured a draped
ruffle of lace creating a
capelet effect dipping to
below the waistline in
both front and back and
capping the long sheer
sleeves of re embroidered schiffli lace.
The flared skirt featured
a deep border of appliqued lace that encircled
the hemline and chapel
train.
The bridal ensemble
was completed with a
waltz length veil edged in
matching schiffli lace
caught to a pearled lace
cap. She carried her
mother's wedding Bible
topped with a single large
orchid and white satin
streamers. Tucked inside
the Bible was a handkerchief belonging to the

Mary Jane Flora and
Roger Terry Ellis were
married in a fall
ceremony at First Baptist Church with Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating.
A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Douglas Vancil, organist,
Richard Jones, pianist,
and Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Hussung,vocalists.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Flora, Murray, and Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Ellis,
Paris, Tenn.
The Bride
The bride, escorted to
the altar by her father
and given in marriage by
her parents, wore a formal gown of white chiffon
enriched with pearled
and crystallized

c7ur 'FM
IN

THE

rmuogl
Candles will drip less if you freeze them first.

4V7431.

64.

bride's maternal grandmother, the late Mildred
Andeison.
Karen Hussung Case,
Lame Deer, Mont., was
matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were
Rachel Flora KoenigEr,
Natchez, Miss., sister of
the bride, Debbie Smith,
Dalton, Ga., Leanna
Dick, Kelly Williams
Doran and Jan Outland
McKee!,all of Murray.
The attendants wore
identical floor length
gowns of trilobal knit in a
soft shade of suede rose.
Each gown was designed
with a white embroidered
net half-moon yoke and
stand-up collar. A flared
skirt caught at the
natural waistline with a
self-tie was enhanced by
the blouson bodice and
capelet elbow sleeves.
Each attendant carried
a single cymbidium orchid surrounded by matching silk flowers and
caught with satin and

cloth and caught at the
corners and center with
nosegays of silk flowers
and ivy. A brass
candelabrum and an arrangement of silk flowers
centered the table. The
three-tiered-,wedding
cake topped with an arrangement of silk flowers
and a cut glass crystal
punch bowl were at either
end of the table. All other
appointments were
crystal.
Martha Sue Ryan
directed tlie reception.
Assisting in serving were
Vel Burkeen, Wanda
Dick,Sara Hussung,Jean
Ann Outland and Barbara
Williams. Doug Vancil
and Richard Jones
presented piano selections.

lace streamers.
Steve Hussung of Murray served as best man.
Groomsmen and ushers
were Larry Ellis, Paris,
Tenn., brother of the
groom, Keith Anderson
Memphis, Tenn., David
Smith, Dalton, Ga., Dale
Chadwick, Lexington,
and David DeVoss, Murray.
Gingy Flora Ryan, El
Paso, Texas, sister of the
bride, attended the guest
register. The wedding
was directed by Beverly
Calloway, Murray.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony in
Fellowship Hall of
church.
The bride's table was
covered with a white

The new Mr. and Mrs
Ellis are residing in
Memphis, Tenn., where
he is completing his final
year in dental school at
University of Tennessee.
RehearsalDinner
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Ellis, parents of groom,
were hosts for a rehearsal dinner at Colonial
House Smorgasbord. Approximately 40 guests attended. The groom
presented gifts to his attendants.
Breakfast
Sara Hussung, Karen
Case and Lisa Hussung
were hostesses for a
bridesmaids' breakfast
at the Sara Hussung
home. The bride
presented gifts to her attendants.
4

Holiday Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 to 9 Sun. 1 • 6

3,A431

o! Ho! Ho!

we have so much to give

What a Ducky Holiday
Sale

Duck Shoes
Only$1995
Dorm Duckers
Only'l4"
THE NEW

Pappagallo Rain
& Snow Boots
$1 995
Prices Reduced On
Many Fall and Winter
Shoes
Thurs., Dec. 10 9:30-5
Fri., Dec. 11 9:30-9 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 129-5
Sun., Dec. 13 1-5

hoe

44

hack

Master Card. VISA. Behrs

Gift Solutions
$10 and Under
Lingerie Gifts

Brushed Gowns

5.99

Reg. to 12.99

Famous Name Gowns and
Robes

7.99

Reg. 13.99 to 17.99

Caftans and Floats
Dearfoam® Warm-Up
Boots

fg\

Pantie Sale

Wool Blazers

Reg. 1.50 pr.
Sportswear Gifts

6 pr. for 5.00
6.99

Velveteen Blazers
Reg. to 60.00

9.99

25.00

-

Designer Jeans
Chic Jeans

14.99

Reg. 30.00

DYNAMITES

High Diamond Prkes!
Blazing Diamond Clusters

Reg. to 24.99

Your cost after mfq rebate)

Brushed and Velour Tops

Levi Strauss Jeans

9.99

Reg. to 19.99

Wool-Blend Plaid Skirts

9.99

Reg. to 24.99

9.99

Reg. to 24.99
Accessory Gifts

Handbags

5.99

Challis and Lurex Shawls

6.99

Reg. to 15.99

Gold Tone Jewelry

2.00

Reg. to 4.99
BUY NON
OR
LAYAWAY
FOR
CHRISTMAS.

Clip-on Angels and Devils

1.00
Hosiery Gifts

Hanes P Slenderalls

Was $450

NOW $299
Was $700

$499

Hanes 4 Slenderalls
Support Leg

25.99

Reg. 45.00

Calvin Klein Jeans

25.99

Jordache Jeans
.27.99

Reg. 45.00

Bill Blass Jeans

25.99

Reg. 45.00
Dresses

-

Fall and Winter Dresses
10.00

Reg. to 35.99
Outerwear Gifts

Quilted Ski Jackets

-

-

32.00

Storm Coats

39.00

Reg. 59.99 to 69.99

.

Wool Coats
Save 1 50

Reg 4.50

Opaque Prtyhose
Reg 300

59.00

Req. 79 99 to 99.99

Rabbit Jacke s

. Save 200

Pantyhose
Bel Air
Center
Murray

18.99

Reg. 30.00

Reg. to 45.99

Save 1.00!

Reg. 3.50

Lee Jeans

Reg. 45.00

Reg. to 15.99

FULL CARAT
YOUR CHOICE
FOR ONLY

16.99

Reg. 30.00

Gloria Vanderbilt Jeans '

Fashion Pants

AVAILABLE

24.00

Reg. to 60.00

Sweater Sale

m kiiu its

23.00

Reg. to 60.00

Corduroy Blazers
.

Reg. to 19.99

Charge.lt!
Up To
24-Months
To Poy

Gift Solutions
$10 and UP

Sportswear

Dressy Blouses

NOW

• Donkenny • Rus,s • Beaujolais
• Trissi
• Aileen •# 1 Jr. Maker
• Red-i
• Queen Casuals

Reg. 10.00

Reg. 12.99

Y2

50% Off

Alf:

Plaid Shirts

LAYAWAY NOW

,\II,
Gift Solutions
.fiNh.
Sportswear
Junior and Misses
Sportswear Sale!

8.99

Reg. 19.99

(some with lurex)

1/4

0 0411
00

ogoil
j

y

((intr()1 Ti). All in Om. `,t1prr,r1
S,01‘1,11 fun!

If Heq 2 00

5400

Reg. 69.99 to 79.99
.•,1 Arid All Nu+.

Save 1 00

r:entral ShoPping Center

Leather Blazers

69.00

Reg to 119.99

Hwy.641 N.

Murray

-

1.5
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datebook

gRARTS
joint supper

Playtex'

18HOUR SALE
20% OFF.
Bros • Longlines • Girdles
Including 18 Hour Lovely T" Bros
sole ends

January

2, 1982

%errs
STMAS
-CHRI
PRE
COAT SALE

A joint Christmas supper for Chapter 50 for
Disabled American
Veterans and Post 73 of
American Legion is
scheduled Thursday,
Dec. 10, at 6:30 p.m. at
Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple streets.
Guests of honor will be
gold star parents of all
wars.

fellowship
Murray Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship will meet
Saturday, Dec. 12, at
Triangle Inn. A buffet
dinner will be served at
6:30 p.m. Reservations
are not necessary.
Speakers will include
Gary Lamb, Nicky Dunn,
Jeff Gordon, Eugene
Blanton, Jim Tipton and
Bryan Thacker.

lessons given
Delpha Taylor
presented a lesson about
crime prevention, and
Imogene Paschall
discussed exercise at
November meeting of
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club at
Justine Story's home.
Landscape notes about
the care of magnolias
were given by Donna
Jackson. Group singing
was led by Ellen Orr.
Others 'present were

One Rack Of
Blazers,Skirts 1/
and Slacks 72

Sheriie Paschall, Hibda North.
Orr, Estelle Gooch, Viola
All Master Masons,
McReynolds, Carolyn Eastern Stars and RainParts, Hata Hutson, Mar- bow families are invited
tha Butterworth, Clovis to attend. A potluck supJones, Clara Jean per will be served with
Paschall and Freda Hum- the lodge furnishing
meat, bread and drinks.
PhreYs•
Each family is to bring a
and dessert.
retirees meet vegetable
Santa Claus will visit
Retirees of Local 1066- and a drawing for door
UAW and their families prizes is planned, a lodge
will have a Christmas spokesman said.
potluck supper Tuesday,
church meet
Dec. 15, at 5:30 p.m. in
the basement of First
Valerie Henderson
Christian Church.
presented a program enA band will provide titled "Unto The Least Of
entertainment. Gifts, not These" at the November
to exceed $4, will be ex- meeting of Coldwater
changed by women. Men Baptist Church Women at
are to bring gifts for their the church. Emma Lou
groups.
Adams was hostess.
All retirees of this local
Members made plans
and any other unions are to take gifts to Long Term
invited to attend, a Care Unit of Murrayspokesman said.
Calloway County
Hospital. Reba Kelly
lodge party
read the prayer calendar.
. Other members preMurray Lodge No. 105 sent were Judy Darnell,
Free and Accepted Sue Madding, Fern
Masons will have a Darnell, Faye Manning,
Christmas party Friday, Marge West, Magaline
Dec: 11, at 6:30 p.m. in Manning, Glenna Rawls
$ I Betty Darnell.
Lodge Hall, Highway 121
THE NATURAL WAY
TO LOSE WEIGHT
LOSE 1710 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!

.

nice

Skirt

NO SHOTS NO DRUGS NO CONTRACTS

Plaids - Pleats - sizes 7/8to 16
in Poly-Wool Blends

/
1 2 Price
Group of
"Joyce/8

Regular 52.00 to 450.00 Values

1/2

it%

TO 3

NOW OPEN

Calloway County Middle School and High
School bands and Laker
Jazz Ensemble will present a Christmas concert
Sunday,Dec. 13,3 p.m. in
Jeffrey gymnasium.
No admission will be
charged and the public is
invited to attend.

_.adelaer

JACKETS•FULL LENGTHS•FURS
New is the ideal time to live
samisens a beadifel new coat

20

concert

Price

Call today for a free consultation

Vilkw".641 N. Minit' 753-0020

OPENING IN JANUARY

Brown - Camel Solids - Plaids

SLEEPY HOLLOW
INFANT
DAY CARE CENTER

Holiday & Spring
Arriving Daily
The

OFF

NIGHTS 'TIL 8:30 SUNDAYS 1110500

Clothes Closet

Ousimus
Pious
713-0364

Southside Manor Murray

OPEN SUNDAYS
1-00-5-00

OPEN NIGHTS
.Tit. 8.30 PM

SWEATERS

"913ES

AT THE tosot
DIET Qlt,
CENTER,

11011 1216 St.
Ages —
to 2 Yaws

Nam Pines
753-2813
753-0806

Get The Look

usEs

That Gets The Looks
At

Head Quarters
"Murray's Original Family Haircutters"
Letters From Santa
This year Santo is sending a lot of letters himself, Monogram Letters from
Bright's on beautiful shetlond sweoters, robes, blouses, shirts and the ever popular
bermudo bogs Santo knows what special pride goes into the monograms from Bright's and
the lay that a monogrammed gift brings on Christmas morning. You can be a Sonta's helper too

•Prescision Hair Cutting For The Entire Family
*Relaxing Atmosphere
•By Appointment Or Walk In
*Private Cutting Rooms
*Quality Perming
*Helene Curtis Curling Irons
•Redkin Hair Care Products
*Five Professional Stylists To Serve You
•

"We Guarantee Our Work"

OPEN SUNDAYS
1:00-5:00

OPEN NIGHTS
'TIL 8:30 P.M.

Head Quarters
Where you get selective service
715South Twelfth Stre*t
Across From Stony's Food Gloat
753-2266

•

753-2266

OLEDM
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State Universities Walk Tightrope
Between Coordination, Autonomy-.
MOREHEAD, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky's
public universities are
"walking a tightrope between the need for
statewide c,00rclination
and their own institutional autonomy," according to William H. McCann, chairman of the
state Council on Higher
Education.
The Lexington attorney
told a Morehead State
University audience that
the higher education

*4

A•04

council has all the
statutory autboritiy it
needs as a coordinating
agency.
"The council has no
power to run an institution but we must insure
that unnecessary duplication be avoided," McCann said. "I do not
believe that we need any
more power."
He defended the recently approved "mission
model" funding -plan

which has been submitted
to the state Department
of Finance, describing it
as "necessary to accomplish each institution's individual mission."
McCann called for
separation of budgets for
teaching hospitals from
the balance of the state's
higher education appropriation. He suggested that indigent patient costs be budgeted to
the Department for

it
it
GOLD-GOLD-GOLD

Human Resources instead of the two universities with medical
schools.
McCann was featured
in the fifth in a series of
six programs at
Morehead State's Higher
Education Symposium.
The series ends Thursday when area
lawmakers discuss
higher education issues
expected to face the 1982
General Assembly.

Call 489-2626
We Smcieleze I. C011111111tC I
g Residential Plum*

4444

By Realistic"

Save$M
$748° a

• STA-850 Stereo Receiver•
• Two MC-1401 Bass Reflex
Speaker Systems
• LAB-290 Automatic Belt-Drive
Turntable With $29.95
Realistic/Shure Cartridge

,yeey•

Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate
From Gibson Ham Co.

—1 —

—1 —1 "

50 watts per channel, minimum rms
into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with
no more than 0.05% total harmonic
distortion

1

•

They Can Select From:

Low-Priced System Now Costs Even Less 'N

Steak
Bacon
Frozen Vegetable's

And Don't Forget Gibsons Will Ship A Christmas Ham
Anywhere In The U.S.A.

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.

By Realistic

Save $34
$1108°

1

• STA-530 Stereo Receiver'
• Two Nova -5 Tuned-Port 2-Way
Speaker Systems
• LAB-58 Changer With $19.95
Realistic/Shure Cartridge

Reg. Separate Items 459.80

Sides of Choice Beef

• 16 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms from
20-20,000 Hz, with no more
than 0.2% total harmonic
distortion

1. t1

,) IiOOfl el e

$1 29
Portable AM/FM Stereo Cassette
SCR-3 by Realistic

Wholesale & Retail Meat
Pk.* 753-1601
1•0015;7:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.

We Accept Feed
Stoops

•

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."

Take the music with you' Plays
AM, FM or FM stereo. Record
cassettes off-the-air or "live" with
the dual built-in mikes. AutoSearch locates your favorite tape
selections at the touch of a button
Normal or Crap tape selector.
Auto-Stop, jacks for remote
mikes, headphones,morel AC/
battery operation. .14-772

$20 Off

GIBSON HAM CO.
107 N. 3rd U.

Most Stores Open
Late Nights
'Till Christmas

Powerful* Component Stereo System
Budget-Priced for Giving

Reg.Separate Items 659.80

Guaranteed Tender

eilvorry for

..4,,

N.

No Charge fir Offfieg, Wr.10011
Free:*

PANTO/ INAS 011011PAISIOAG

CHARGE II

4

Country Ham
Sausage
Pork Chops

P18•11111•01110.0•6011Alle

411
(MOST S I°8

fkrie.."-Vr

A

Hwy.611•Aefere
474-00:14

ache Ihaek

753-7403
Bel Air Ctr.
Murray, Ky.

Free
Gift Wrap

Small or Large Order
Regnter fox free Colonel Lee's Country Hans to be
given away Fr4ov

For Your Landscape Planning

1
:
erC.C1,1

4.

Fresh Catfish, BBQ Ribs, and Steaks
-Soled Sot iischoded with dimwit.
Mete Leeches
stryt.d,s3.1,, II am ?di dos,ng
Snakiest served(myth*,
Friday, Setwriey 1. Seedey Specioi
FROGLECsS

Plan For
Spring Landscaping
Now

st‘o• s‘06
.
\•64

VrSif•

14k Geld 24"Chain $35.,00
14k Charms 10% Off
Cloisonne Charms & Pins
Edged In 14k Gold 10% Off

In Aurora

0°4% I.S

4•

The Rush Is On!

RESTAURANT

Terra-Plans Landscape
Consultants

Batteries extra

Open
Sundays
1:00-5:00

19995
27:(195

1.`tmew

:*

AM/FM Digital Clock Radio

TRC-422A by Realistic

Chronomatic"-222 by Realistic

Save
$50

The Following Stores in
4, Dixieland Shopping Center will be
"open Sundays 1-5 beginning Nov. 29th

Buckingham Ray
Wild Raspberry
Bamboo Garden
Town & Country
Dor-Mae
Watkins
Green Door
Murray Leather Shop
Sunset Boulevard Music

Mobile CB With Ch.9 & 19 Switch

Wake to radio or buzzer! 59-minute sleep switch,
snooze control, PM and Wake indicators. Radio has
lighted dial, 3" speaker. .12-1529

Reg.

They'll never have to drive
"alone" again' Help or directions are just a call away with
instant access to Emergency
Ch 9 and Hiway Info Ch. 19.
.21-1503

Six-in-One TV Game
TV Scoreboard
by Radio Shack

25% Off

29191,

•

Dennison-- Hunt
and
The Cherry Branch

..

will be open Sundays BeginningDec 6th

04:

Light-beam "45" pistol,
on-screen scoring, action
sound! Connects to any
TV. #60-3061 Ba„erms„tra

.).
, wee
Computes more de- L•1•,up ad
tailed horoscopes
than the newspaper. Doubles as
Batier,es e.Tra
calculator. Fluorescent display. *65-801

Check Your Phone Book for the Rads°/back Store or Dealer Nearest
Olympic Plaza

You

. /ATIV AT 10401VIIINIAt •11,111,
VTIPI I ' 11AA• .

rAILABLE

A041/14 At TA%
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Baseball Trading Picks Up

Racers, Eagles Pace
League's Winning Teams

Perconte Included In Indian Deal
HOLLYWOOD, Fla.
(AP) — The New York
Yankees have a manager
for 1982, and another one
waiting in the wings to
take over for the next
three years.
That's life in the world
of owner George Steinbrenner.
The Yankees announced Tuesday at baseball's
winter meetings that Bob
Lemon would be back to
manage the team next
season.
On Wednesday, they
called another news conference and disclosed
that Gene Michael would
succeed Lemon in 1983,
and reign through 1985.
Meanwhile, the Los
Angeles Dodgers and
Cleveland Indians took a
turn in the center ring
with a five-player trade.
The Dodgers obtained
outfielder Jorge Orta,
right-handed pitcher
Larry White and catcher
Jack Fimple. They gave
up right-handed pitcher
Rick Sutcliffe and second
baseman Jack Perconte,
former Murray State
slugger.
In another deal, the
Seattle Mariners sent
Dan Meyer to the
Oakland A's for right-

handed pitcher Rich Bor- not be on the Dodgers field and as a pinch hitplayoff roster. The 6-foot- ter.
di.
Orta, 31, is a 10-year
Steinbrenner at an in- 6, 225 pound pitcher broke
formal news conference up furniture in Lasorda's veteran who hit .272 for
the Indians last season in
in his hotel suite said he office.
Lasorda insisted the 88 games. He played for
hadn't made up his mind
on a manager for 1982, run-in had nothing to do the Chicago White Sox
from 1972 to 1979, and the
before talking with with the trade.
Dodgers' General last two years in
Lemon Monday night.
-He told me, 'I'd like Manager Al Campanis Cleveland after signing
an opportunity, another said Sutcliffe asked to be as a free agent.
White had his best
chance to manage one traded.
Lasorda said he plann- record last season at
more year' After that he
wants to retire to Califor- ed to use Orta in the out- Chattanooga in the
nia.
"After a man asks for
that you've got it..."
Steinbrenner said. "It
was something he really
wanted. I told him. `you
ask and I owe."
-"There will be- no
change in managers in
1982, unless dictated by
LEXINGTON, Ky.
health or Lem's feel- (AP) — With Howard
ings," Steinbrenner said. Schnellenberger now of"I don't care how the ficially out of the running,
team is doing."
the University of KenIn Wednesday's only tucky will continue to inmajor trade, Cleveland terview other candidates
acquired its fourth pit- for the school's vacant
cher since the season end- football coaching job.
ed. Sutcliffe, National
Schnellenberger has
League rookie of the year asked that his name be
in 1979, was 2-2 last removed from a list of expected to sign a fiveseason with a 4.02 ERA in possible candidates to year contract today call14 games(six starts).
replace the fired Fran ing for a reported inSutcliffe erupted in an Curci. Schnellenberger crease in pay and
angry debate with had announced Tuesday benefits to $150,000 a
Manager. Tom Lasorda night that he would re- year.
after learning he would main at Miami, and was
UK Athletic Director

Schnellenberger Rejects
UK Grid Coach Candidacy.

You might can't DUNK just
yet... But

40
-P

do

Enioya

efiti-Ifoit

Southern Association
where he was 10-12 with a
3.51 ERA. Fimple was an
All-Star in the Midwest
League where he hit .288
with 10 homers and 76
RBI.
In a minor transaction,
the Chicago Cubs acquired outfielder Gary
Woods from Houston for
outfielder Jim Tracy.
Both were assigned to
minor league teams.

Katiterine °eland 753-3079
Hostesses
Engem'King (Asst.)492-8348
Mary liennteest(Asst)753-5570

Cliff Hagan said'that the
search committee would
continue to interview prospective head coaches.
Hagan said the committee "continued to Interview people after
(Schnellenberger) was
interviewed, and we will
continue to interview people."
Schnellenberger, an
All-American at Kentucky in 1950s, is one of
several coaches mentioned in connection with the
'UK job. Others include
former UK star Jerry
Claiborne, now coach at
Maryland; Tulsa Coach
John Cooper, a former
UK assistant; former pro
quarterback John Hadl,
Eastern Kentucky
Univiersity Coach Roy
Kidd,and Ctfarlie Bailey,
who was defensive coordinator under Curci.
Hagan stressed that the
field of possible candidates has not been trimNASSAU, Bahamas
med.
(AP)— Someone asked if
he would quit should he
lose Friday night, and
Muhammad Ali immediately feigned sleep,
snoring loudly.
"You can't tell me
when I'm through," All
told a Wednesday news
JUNIOR OLYMPICS
conference upon
Calloway County High "awakening."
School coach Jim Nix an"I'll know when I'm
nounced plans for road through."
blocks to be conducted
To many people All apSaturday to raise funds peared finished as a
for the Junior Olympic fighter in his loss to Larry
team in the county. Col- Holmes, the World Boxlectors will be stationed ing Council heavyweight
at various intersections champion, when he failed
in Murray between 8 a.m. to answer the bell for the
and 4 p.m.Saturday.
11th round at Las Vegas

The Zips are led by forward Joe Jakubick with
18.7 points a game.
Eastern Kentucky, 1-3,
has dropped three
straight games since
opening the season with
an 86-80 victory over
Butler. The Colonels have
been plagued with poor
shooting, hitting only 44
percent of hits field-goal
attempts.
Tennessee Tech, 1-2, is
led by Steve Taylor with
14.5 points and six rebounds a game.
Morehead State, 2-1,
won its own McDonald's
Eagle Classic two weeks
ago but lost 8944 to Bowling Green last Saturday.
Glenn Napier is averaging 14.3 points and Guy
Minnifield 13.3 for the
Eagles.
Middle Tennessee, 2-2,
fell 60-55 to Tennessee
State in its last game.The
Blue Raiders are paced
by Rick Campbell with
15.8 points and Jerry
Beck, the conference
player of the year last
season, with 12.3.

a Magamail
.'
The Murray Optimist Club is sponsoring
their annual Tri-Star Basketball Competition,
Saturday, December 12, 1981 at the Murray
High School Gymnasium. The competition
begins at 9:00 a.m.
Boys and girls from the ages of 6 to 13 are
invited to participate. Trophies will be awarded in each group.
Registration will be available the day of the
competition at the gymnasium. Advance
registration forms are available in the office
of your local school. Why SHOOT,don't PASS
this up, DRIBBLE on down to the gym this
Saturday.

Sports,
Briefly

Oct.2,1980.
"I didn't win a round
against Holmes," All admits.
But Friday night the
former three-time champion, who will be 40
Jan.17, will fight 27-yearold Trevor Berbick in a
scheduled 10-rounder at
the 17,000-seat Queen
Elizabeth Sports Centre.
Many look at it as All's
final fight. He views it as
a step,toward a title shot
against Mike Weaver,the
World Boxing Association
champion.
"The whole stage is set
for me. I love this sort of
situation," said the man
who beat big, bad Sonny

Christmas Gift?

li°1.1STED

5 YEAR WARRANTY

gift that saves money (utility cost), looks so
elegant, and so comfortable — what could be
more sensible?
A

CONTEMPO SERIES

The perfect gift idea. A Cable TV Gift Certificate will he a reminder of
your thoughtfulness everyday Because
everyday there's something exciting to see
on Cable TV First-mu,uncut, commercialfree movies. Star-studded specials. Concerts.
And exclusive sports coverage'. When you give
the gift of Cable TV, you say "Merry Christmas''
in a very special way Call today for details about
the gift that keeps on giving.

Cable.
Christmas
Murray Cablevision
"It's Television Worth Wedelns"

753-5005

4

Conference play continues on Saturday with
Akron at Austin Peay,
Middle Tennessee at
Eastern Kentucky, Tennessee Tech at Morehead
State and Youngstown
State at Murray State.
Western Kentucky goes
to Evansville in a nonconference game.
0VC

Vats

Leaders
Scoring
Player, school
Maiming, Austin Peay
Jakubick, Akron
Sleets, Murray St.
Campbell, M. - Tenn.
J. Stepp, E Kentucky
Taylor, Temi. Tech
Napier, Morehead St
Cimmter, s, E. Kentucky
Goodson, Yonngstown
McCormick, W. Kentucky

G PP Avg.
5 94 111.1
4 75 16.7
3 $4 18 0
4 63 15.3
.4 59 14.7
2 29 14.5
3 43 14.3
9 5714.2
2 X 14.0
4 $5 13.8

Rebounding
Player, school
Road, Murray St.
Clambers E. Kentucky
Maiming, Austin Peay
Dildy, W. Kentucky
J. Beck, M Tenn.

G
4
4
5
4
4

No
45
42
X
X
20

Avg.
11.3
10.5
8.4
7.$
7.9

Mists
Player. school
Hill, Austin Peay
Green, Murray St.
Carter, Youngstown St.
Jones, W. Kentucky
Adkins, Morehead St.

G
5
4
3
4
3

No
29
X
13
16
11

Avg.
5.8
5.9
4.3
4.0
37

Berbick Provides Stepping Stone
Or Final Fight For Aging All

visit in your
new home.

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good places'
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem for
more gifts from civic-minded businesses That's what
my visit Is all aboOt — and It's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.

By MIKEEMBRY
Associated Press Writer
The Ohio Valley Conference basketball race
officially begins tonight
with eight of the nine
teams pairing off in
league play.
Akron is at Murray
State, Youngstown State
visits Austin Peay,
Eastern Kentucky hosts
Tennessee Tech and
Morehead State entertains Middle Tennessee in
tonight's activity.
The early season has
been a disppointment for
OVC teams,as only Murray State, 3-2, and
Morehead State,2-1, have
winning records. Western
Kentucky, 2-2, played
Butler on Wednesday.
Murray State is coming
off a 56-54 over Notre
Dame on Monday
although it played
without Lamont Sleets.
The 5-foot-10 guard, who
is averaging 18 points a
game, reinjured a stress
fracture in his foot last
week and will be out of
action for six to eight
weeks.
Guard Glen Green led
the Racers in the victory
over Notre Dame with 15
points and center Sammy
Curran added 10.
Akron, 1-3, edged Quincy 56-53 last Saturday.

CONTEMPO SERIES

• Beautiful Finishes such as — Brass and White, Brass and
Brown, Antique Brass, Polished Brass.
• Reversible and Variable Speed for year-round use.
• Wicker Blades FREE on some models.
• All models are light adaptable and pre-wired for easy
installation.

Liston, defied the U.S.
government over
military draft and won,
scored a shocking
knockout of awesome
George Foreman in'
Africa and rallied to beat
Joe Frazier in the
- "Thrilla In Manilla."
There were not many
offers of a stage for All
this time. He voluntarily'
surrendered his Nevada
boxing license after that
state's commission,
started suspension proceedings. He was told by
the Hawaii attorney
general's office last •
January that he was tooold to fight there, and
several other state commissions indicated they
would not allow him to
fight.
South Carolina did
issue him a license, but it:
was Sports Internationale
(Bahamas) Ltd., that put
together the financial
package — not without
difficulties and reported- •
ly not until this week.
"After I beat Berbick,..
I'll be welcomed
everywhere," said All,
who is believed to be getting $1 million. He got $8''
million for his one-sided
loss td Holmes.
Berbick, who has train-,1
ed in Freeport, Bahamas,:
reportedly is getting;
$350,000 for his first fight
since he lasted 15 rounds
against Holmes in a title
bid at Las Vegas April 11.
For that loss, which made
his record 18-2-1, Berbick
got between $100,000 and
$200,000.
The pre-fight physical,
examination and weighin were scheduled for today. All was expected to
weigh 225-230 pounds for
the bout.

Now AvoRoblo

DEBATE
WITH
MORMONS
PLANTATION SFPIFQ

Storting As Low As

)PICANA SERIES

$999S

Wholesale Electric
Suptl.y.c
%Tyan y
ain

ByB4llDWon
Send $3.75 To

Debate
Book
it. 3 Box 144-1A
Podocolo, Ky. 12001
Order Today
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Crucial Weekend Awaits Playoff Prospects
NFC Race
By The Associated Press
There are only three
teams mathematically
eliminated thus far from
the National Football
Conference playoff race.
By the time Sunday's
schedule is completed,
the field could be narrowed considerably.
Both the Dallas
Cowboys and the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers can
clinch division titles in
the NFC with victories
Sunday. They would join
San Francisco as division
champions in the conference, the 49ers having
locked up the West title
Nov.29.

least a wild-card spot, are
two games ahead of
Philadelphia, whom they
beat 17-14 Nov.l. On Sunday, they face the visiting
Eagles, who can still can
win the East title.
The three other teams
in the division — the New
York Giants, St.Louis
Cardinals (each 7-7) and
Washington Redskins (68) — are only in wild-card
contention.
In the NFC Central,
Tampa Bay is 8-6 and one
game ahead of the Minnesota Vikings, Detroit
Lions and Green Bay
Packers.
In the West, Atlanta is
7-7 and clinging to wildThe Cowboys, 11-3 and card hopes.
already assured of at
Last weekend's action

Idaho Invitational
Describes 1-AA
Football Playoffs
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The National Collegiate Athletic Association should have billed its
Division I-AA football
semifinals as the Idaho
Invitational.
That would have been
short and to the point,
given Saturday's matchups.

Top-ranked Eastern
Kentucky travels to
defending champion
Boise State in one game,
while Idaho State hosts
South Carolina State in
the other.
EKU Coach Roy Kidd
says he's delighted, of
course, to be among the
final four, but was it really necessary to make two
teams cross the continent?
"It looked to me like, if
they really wanted to cut
all this travel out, they'd
have put Boise State and
Idaho State in the same
bracket," Kidd said in a
telephone interview from
Richmond.
Kidd said he didn't
know how the state of
Idaho was picked for both
game. EKU Athletic
Director Donald Combs is
on the NCAA selection
committee, "but when
your team is involved,
you don't get a vote,"
Kidd said.
"I just didn't think it
was hardly right to send
us out there and South
Carolina State out there,
too," he said.
"I thought by us being
the top-seeded team,
we'd get some breaks (in
the playoff pairings), but
right off the bat, they put
us against Delaware,
which is one of the better
teams."
The Colonels edged the
highly regarded Blue

Hens 35-28 last weekend
in a thrilling game at
EKU's Hanger Field.
Saturday's task — to
advance to the NCAA
championship game a
third straight year — will
be even more difficult,
Kidd said.
Boise State, which stopped the Colonels 31-29 in
the 1980 championship
tilt, is just as strong this
year, he said.
They do their
recruiting basically from
the California junior colleges and they just turned
right around and replaced the kids they lost with
kids who are just as
good," Kidd said.

SCOREBOARD
College
Basketball
sang
Georgetown,D.C.C.St-Leo 37
Jacksonville13, Florida St 06
Louisiana St. 71,St.Peter's55
Marquette 75,Old Dorninion 70, OT
Maryland 75,Towsco St. 59
N Carolina St 66, Appalachian St. 31
Richmond 63. VM1 41
S.Alabama 83,Prime View Akil 73
TexasSouthern 15, McNeese 60. 76
Virginia 92, Met
W Kentucky 96, Butler ES
11IDWEST
Cent Michig,an 71, Wisconsin 48
Cleveland St 63,Tiffin 66
Dorton 12, Miami,Ohio 66
Evansville 17,S.Illinois 51
Kansas St 413, Arizona 55
Kent St.81,Obio Wesleyan 72
Louisville 73,Purdue 71
Northwestern 71, M.Wesleyan 57
Oral Roberta M,Creighton II
StJoseph's,Ind. 16, ME /7.1.inois 71
St.Louis 72, Detroit 61
Wayne St. 63. W.Mictuga:,61
EAST
Boston Coll. 84. Brown 19
Bradley 56,St. Joseph's, Pa. 45
Colgate 70, Yale 57
Fiurkigh Dickinson ill Delaware Val 54
Fordham 42, Princeton 40
Northeastern*, Massachusetts60
Pittsburgh 114, E Michigan 71
Rutgers 74,St John's 67
Seton Hall 67, Manhattan l2

Murray
Seed
Division
753-3023

eliminated only one team
from playoff contention
— the Los Angeles Rams.
They lost to the Giants
and fell to 5-9, out of the
playoffs for the first time
since 1972. That also was
the last time they finished
below .500.
The Rams joined the
Chicago Bears and the
New Orleans Saints, each
4-10, as the only NFC
teams out of the running.
Here is a look at what
each NFC team has to do
(and what help each
needs) to win a division
title (remaining games in
parentheses):
Dallas (Philadelphia;
at New York Giants) clinches with a victory or a
loss by Philadelphia.
Philadelphia (at
Dallas; St. Louis) clinches by winning its remaining games, while
Dallas loses its two. The
Eagles and Cowboys
would end up tied at 11-5
overall and 5-3 in division
games and the Eagles
would finish with a better
conference record, 8-4 to
Dallas' 7-5.
Tampa Bay (San
Diego; at Detroit) clin-

ches with one more victory. A tie at the end of
the season with any division contender would be
broken in the Buccaneers favor by virtue
of a better conference
record. The Bucs can do
no worse than 8-4 to a
possible 7-5 by Minnesota
and Detroit and a possible 6-8 by Green Bay.
Minnesota (at Detroit;
Kansas City) clinches by
winning its two remaining games, while Tampa
Bay loses once.
Detroit (Minnesota;
Tampa Bay) clinches by
winning its two remaining games.
Green Bay (at New
Orleans; at New York
Jets) clinches only if all
of the following occur:
The Packers win their
two games to finish 9-7,
while Tampa Bay loses
its two games against
Detroit and San Diego,
the Lions lose to Minnesota (and beat Tampa
Bay) and the Vikings lose
to Kansas City after
beating the Lions. That
would leave the Bucs,
Lions and Vikings all at 88.

AFC Race
By The Associated Press
The Oakland Raiders
cannot win their division
title. That is about the
simplest part of the
American Football Conference playoff puzzle.
After beating the Pittsburgh Steelers Monday,
the Raiders could settle
for a wild-card berth.
Oakland won the Super
Bowl last season from a
wild-card position.
The Steelers' 30-27 loss
to Oakland helped just
about everyone but
themselves in the AFC
scramble. It:
— Enabled the
Bengals, 10-4, to remain
two games ahead of Pittsburgh. One more victory
by Cincinnati (or one
more loss by Pittsburgh)
will give the Bengals the
division title, their first
since 1973.
— Left the Steelers with
an 8-6 record, tied in the

Argentina's other
singles player, No. 6ranked Guillermo Vilas,
is a left-hander and has a
more difficult time handling McEnroe's serves,
Junquet said. Pairings
for the two opening
singles matches were to
be decided today.
"Vilas and Clerc are
two different players,"
Junquet said after watching his team work out
Thursday at Riverfront
Coliseum. "Clerc has

The finals consist of
four singles matches and
one doubles match, which
Junquet says will be difficult to win.
"I think we have about
a 50 percent chance of
winning the singles matches, and a 30 percent
chance in the doubles,"
Junquet said. "Since you
have to win three matches, it makes the singles
matches more important
for us."
Vilas worked out

PIG FEED

DAIRY FEED
16% Milk Booster, Mix
32% Dairy Hi Power, Pellet

DOG FEED
21% Handlers Choice
50 Lb. Plus 25 Lb.

CHICKEN FEED
a

16% Eggflotion Pellet

MINERAL
Livestock Mineral
Master Mineral
37% Mineral Blocks

All Models Must Go

FREE

Both teams practice on
the light-blue "Supreme
Court" surface at the Coliseum on Wednesday..
The Argentinians whipped the Americans 44
last year on their favorite
clay surface, but will
have to contend with a
medium-fast synthetic
surface this weekend.
Although Junquet
would prefer clay, he
thinks his team can adjust to the faster surface.
"Vilas and Clerc have
practiced all this time —
about two months — on
Supreme Court," Junquet
said. "I think they know
now how to move well on
Supreme Court."
Both Clerc and Vilas
beat McEnroe in their
Davis Cup matches last
year, and hold winning
records against him over
their careers. Clerc is 3-2
and Vilas 6-5 against the
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San Diego i at Tampa
Bay; Oakland) clinches if
It wins its two games and
Denver loses one. If San
Diego and Denver finish
tied at 10-6. the Chargers
get the title based on a
better division record, 62. The Broncos can do no
better than 5-3. If San
Diego aad Kansas City
finish tied at 10-6, the
Chargers win the title by
virtue of their season
sweep of the Chiefs.

Southern States

UST PRICE 8688.49
Discount 843.49
Was 7845.00

Stock No.0193-0194

finish tied at 10-8, the
Chiefs win the title based
on a better conference
record, 8-4. The Broncos
can do no better than 7-5

MEW'07700[E...

New Yorker.
However, all three of
Clerc's victories over
McEnroe were on clay,
and both losses were indoors. And Vilas is 1-2
against McEnroe on synthetic surfaces.
The fiery American
promises to be on his best
behavior during the
three-day finals. He and
Fleming got into an argument with an umpire in
their semifinals match
against Australia last October that nearly led to
them being forced to
default.

Our Loss Is Your Gain

5018. BAG FEED CORN
cm each 100 lb. 04 1.•41 bee* gat 25 lb. of iss feed
ono 11.iimes4 Weal

Wednesday despite a
cold. Vilas developed a
sore throat Monday
night, but Junquet was
optimistic that it wouldn't
hamper him Friday.

New••••Demos

HORSE FEED
10% Ponderosa
12% Corral Complete

conference standinss
with the Kansas City
Chiefs and San Diego
Chargers.
— Kept alive the
Raiders' slender hopes of
reaching the playoffs.
Oakland is 7-7.
The weekend's action
eliminated only two more
AFC playoff contenders
— Houston, 8-8, and
Cleveland, 5-9, even
though the Oilers beat the
Browns last Thursday
night. They joined
Baltimore, 1-13, New
England, 2-12, and Seattle, 5-9, on the sidelines.
Here is a look at what
each AFC team has to do
(and what help each
needs) to win a division
title (remaining games in
parentheses):
Oakland (Chicago; at
San Diego) could finish
tied at 9-7 with any of the
other three teams but
would lose out either on

1981 Model Close-Out Sale

Stock No./0132
16% Pig Grower, Pellet
18% Starter Plus, ASP 250, Pellet
22Y2% Pork Power Mix, Meal
40% Hog Power
42% Pork Power Plus Supplement. Meal
15% Sow Power Med. Meal

=

Clerc Presents Best Bet To Beat
McEnroe In Davis Cup Tourney
CINCINNATI (AP) — more of a chance (to beat
If Argentinian Captain McEnroe) than Vilas
Carlos Junquet has his does. But Vilas plays
wish, Jose-Luis Clerc will very well in Davis Cup
get the pairing today matches, better than he
against John McEnroe in does in other championthe first-round singles ships."
match of the Davis Cup
The Argentinians seem
tennis finals.
to have the odds stacked
Junquet believes that against them in 'their
Clerc, a right-handed quest for their country's
player ranked fifth in the first Davis Cup chamworld, stands the best pionship. Junquet conchance of beating the left- cedes that the Americans
handed American. The have the world's topfinals between Argentina ranked male player in
and the United States McEnroe and the better
begin with two singles doubles team in McEnroe
and Peter Fleming.
matches on Friday.

two The teams would
finish tied at 104 and the
Steelers would get the title based on a better diviSion record, S-1 to eincmnati's 3-3.
Denver (Seattle; at
Chicago) clinches by
sweeping its final two
games.
Kansas City(Miami, at
Minnesota) clinches by
sweeping its two games,
while Denver and San
Diego lose one apiece If
Kansas City and Denver

heed-to-head competition
(having been swept by
both Denver and Kansas
City) or by virtue of a
err division record, no
than 3-6 against the
Chargers' no worse than
5-3.
Miami(at Kansas City;
Buffalo) clinches by
sweeping its final two or
winning one, while the
Jets and Bills_ lose one
apiece.
Buffalo (at New
England; at Miarm I clinches by sweeping its final
two games.
New York Jets (at
Cleveland; Green Bay
clinch if they win their remaining games and
Miami and Buffalo lose
one apiece. If they win
their remaining two,
they're assured of at least
a wild-card spot.
Cincinnati (at Pittsburgh; at Atlanta) clinches with a victory of its
own or a IOU by the
Steelers.
Pittsburgh (Cincinnati;
at Houston) clinches only
if it wins its two games
and the Bengals lose their
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Man Denies Causing Stepson's Death
JACKSON, Tenn.(AP)
— A man accused of
second-degree murder in
the child abuse death of
his 19-month-old stepson
has denied causing the
boy's death.
Michael Todd told
jurors Wednesday that
Dalton Eric Kirby was injured when he fell from a
crib. But a child abuse expert, testifying for the
state, said the boy had
been severely abused
before his death.
R.C. Stegall, assistant

district attorney general,
and defense attorney
Roger Moore were to present closing arguments
today.
Todd, 22, is accused of
causing the May 13 death
of the Kirby child. His
Circuit Court trial began
Wednesday before
retired Judge Dick Jerman of Alamo after
Judge Gene Walker
recused himself at the request of the defense.
Testimony revealed
that the Kirby child was
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Dixieland Center

Superman Peanut

BUTTER
COOKIES
MILK

injured the morning of
May 12 and that Todd was
alone with the child at
their Jacksorn-home.
The boy was brought
unconscious, with bruises
on his thigh, back and
head to the emergency
room of Jackson-Madison
County General Hospital
by Todd, and later
transferred to LeBonheur
Children's Medical
Center in Memphis where
he died.
Under questioning
from his attorney, Todd
said the boy began crying
after he nearly fell from a
crib while playing. Todd
said he reached over to
stop the child from falling
and jerked the child's
jacket.
Todd said he went into
the kitchen to prepare
breakfast for the child
and heard the crying
stop. He said he returned
to the bedroom just as the
child tumbled from the

crib. Todd said the boy
lost consciousness and he
rushed him to the
hospital.
"I loved him like he
was my own son," Todd
said.
"Did you abuse that
child?" Moore asked.
"No sir," Todd replied.
"Did you intend to inflict any damage on that
child?"
"No sir,I didn't."
"Did you kill him?"
Moore asked.
"No sir, I didn't," Todd
Dr. James Hughes,
head of LeBonheur's
Committee on Child
Abuse and the Center for
Children in Crisis, was
the state's key witness.
Reading from a
medical examiner's
report, Hughes said the
Kirby child died of brain
injuries.
"It was clear-cut, une-

THE ACES*1RA

"Grief can take care of monds were cashed, all
but to get full value of were reduced to four cards.
itself,
quivocal, severe child a joy you must have some- and East was in real trouabuse," he said. "He had body to divide it with " — ble. He had held on to the
just a whole bunch of Mark Twain.
spade jack, the trump jack
and the J-9 of clubs.
bruises. It's incredible to
When dummy's diamond
believe they could be due
10 was led, East could do no
to an accident."
better than discard the
"From your observaspade jack and Carol had
The top finishing women's her man.. She ruffed the
tion of the child and
evaluation of his injuries, partnership of the presti- spade and threw East in
was his stepfather's story gious Life Masters Pairs at with her last trump. East
consistent with those in- the Summer Championships was forced to lead from his
held in Boston were Carol jack of clubs and Carol
juries?"Stegall asked.
Sanders of Nashville and scored both her 10 and
"It was totally inconsis- Betty Kennedy of Shre- dummy's queen to make her
veport, La. Carol and Betty game going tricks.
tent," Hughes said.
The state also called are a solid partnership and
"Such a silly game." says
the child's mother and winners of numerous nation- Carol. "When dummy came
father, Brenda Todd and al and international titles.
NORTH
12-10-A
shared both joy and
•KS 5 3 2
her former husband, They
match points as Carol
W
•
Tommy Kirby.
brought home this exciting
•K Q 105
Mrs. Todd was charged game on the way to qualifi4Q 8 6 4
as an accessory after the cation.
WEST
EAST
fact in her son's death. Carol ruffed West's dia- •A Q 10
•J 6 4
W J 1076
She also was accused of mond ace and led a spade Q 3 2
.743
ummy's king. •AJ9862
giving false statements to towards
•J 93
ped up with the ace 4 K
authorities when she said Wes
SOUTH
I
and
his
singletort*club
the boy fell and injured
•9 7
king t Carol's ace. The ace,
himself.
WA K 9 8 54
king
and
another
trump
put
•- She has divorced Todd West on play and he exited
•A 10 7 5 2
since the charges were with a spade to dummy's
him.
against
brought
kilns,- Dummy's top diaVulnerable Both Dealer
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down. I expected to go down
from two to four tricks."
Just another example of
good luck falling upon those
who refuse to give up.
Rid with Corn
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ANSWER: Two diamonds.
Two no trump is a possibility, but it's better to show the •
good suit and await further
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Send bridge questions to The Aces,
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for reply
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Research Results Conclusive:
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-2out of3smokerschoose MERITlow tar/good taste
combination overleading highertar brands.
Landmark smoker study
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low tar and good taste.
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•
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here brand identity was
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oncealed, the overwhelming they've ever tried.
majority of smokers reported
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MERIT taste equal to—or
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better than
unbeaten. The proven taste
tar brands.
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Wne Explosion Investigation Goes Slower Than Expected
TOPMOST, Ky. (AP)
— State Mines and
Minerals Commissioner
Willard Stanley says the
investigation of a fatal
mine explosion in Knott
County is proceeding
msore slowly than expected because, "we're
not going to take any
risks."
"But don't say that I'm
not in any hurry,"
Stanley said Wednesday

in an interview outside
Adkins Coal Co.'s No.18
mine.
Eight men died in the
blast Monday afternoon,
minutes after they hauled
25 'eases of powder explosive 2,500 feet into the
shaft.
Twenty-two cases remained inside the mine
today, and Stanley said
the manufacturer's
representative in nearby

Hindman would assis( in
the removal.
The task became more
urgent Wednesday when
"we learned this powder
is breaking down,"
Stanley said.
As with conventional
dynamite, the blasting
powder becomes unstable
and increasingly
dangerous as it
deteriorates, Stanley
said.

NATHAN'S

fr,

209 N. Poplar
642-4718

Now Serving Fish
Daily 1 1 a m til Closing

Nathan Vick Owner

Ky. Lake-Fresh

Catfish

Also Serving

Served With Hushpuppies
Slow, White Beans, and Salad

$395

All You Can
Eot Only

Investigators began
probing the mine
Wednesday, but apparently did little more
than ensure that it was
adequately ventilated.
M-." •-ei, will be
delayed until next week,
after the last of the eight
miners is buried Saturday,Stanley said.
The tasks include a
closed hearing in Martin
by Mines and Minerals
and U.S. Mine Safety and
Ohm

Health Administration officials, who will hear
testimony about the accident from witnesses.
The hearing was to
have been held today, but
Stanley said he decided to
postpone it until after all
the funerals.
Investigators also must
sample rock dust from
the mine.
The material will be
analyzed for its combustible and non-combustible

We are pleased to announce
that Sandra Shroat, brideelect of Charles Bush Jr. has
chosen her pottery and
stainless from our complete
bridal registry.
Sandra and Charles will be
married Jan. 2.

Steaks &
Chops

The Showcase
"CA

7534641

121 Ily.Pas

w..4...J4

LA-Z-

components, including
carbon and coal dust,
Stanley said.
The amounts of detectable coal dust, which is
highly combustible, may
determine whether it was
a catalyst for the
disaster,Stanley said.
United Mine Workers
President Sam Church,
however, seemed convinced after visiting the
mine Wednesday that the
explosion was caused by
blasting powder and
carelessness in its handling.
"There was loose
powder all over that
place," Church said,
"...and there were
(blasting) caps all over
the face" of the coal
seam.
There was other
evidence of unsafe practices by the miners,
Church said, but added,
"I'm not blaming the
men, because it's
management's job to see
.
it don't happen.
"...Practices like this
— management has to
know it exists. They
should be prosecuted for
allowing this to happen."

Mine owner Orville
Aciakins has been
unavailable for comment
since the explosion.
Records at the MSHA
office in Hazard show
that 12 men have been
killed in the Adkins No.18
mine since Nov. 3, 1970.
The first four fatalities involved separate accidents over 11 years.
"As far as I know, this
(eastern Kentucky) is the
only area where they do
this type of mining,"
Church said.
He was referring to the
use of explosives to blast
coal from the seam so it
can be shoveled by an
electric scoop. The practice is prevalent in small
mines like the Adkins
No.18, which employed 23
men and produced about
250 tons a day.
Such mining operations
do not use the safer but
costly "continuous
miner," a large machine
that scoops ore directly
from the seam in a
steady, rotary motion.
Continuous miners
commonly cost about
$500,000 apiece.
Small mines like the

Adkins No.18 comprise
about 15 percent of the industry, but produce 40
percent of its fatalities,
Church said. "
When pressed by
reporters, Church declined to say that blast mining should be outlawed.
But, he added, "It's sure
the most dangerous type
there is."
When he left the mine,
Church drove 11 miles to
the Mill Creek Regular
Baptist Church, just inside neighboring Letcher
County, where the Slone's
body had been taken.
Church, who earlier
said that such visits were
"the hardest thing I ever
have to do," held the
hand of Slone's widow,
Ora, who is eight months
pregnant with her tenth
child. Seven are living,
ranging in age from 2 to
20.
Other union officials at
the church included
District 23 President Ernie Justice and J.B.
Trout, both of Pikeville.
Trout is the district's
representative on the
union's international executive board.

TAPPAN MICROWAVE
COOKING
DEMONSTRATION

CHRISTMAS
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SAVE
UP TO$ 15000'
ON OUR MOST
POPULAR LA-Z-BOY
CHAIRS!

SEE
HOME
ECONOMIST
DORTHY
HEINZ
IN OUR
STORE

Thursday December 10, 12:00-7:00 p.m.
Friday December 11th 8:30-1:00 p.m.
Dorthy will concentrate or) microwave cooking of
Holiday Snacks & Treats.

Complete Line of Tappan
Microwave Stoves on Special
During the Cooking School
Storting
As Low As

Save on the most revolutionary
way to put comfort in motion
This Reclina-Rockee

Check out the big
savings on
this versatile
Reclina-Rocker

Prices Good
While In Stock

$1 9900

Steele & Allbritten
209 S. 3rd

753-5341
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Christmas Gift
Suggestions!
Levi Special Suits
Super Bells From $1 0995 to
95
49
399

SOLID BRASS CANDLESTICKS
Now take your choice of 7 graduated
sizes in these solid braes candlestir lc%
3 to 9' tall Great gift ideas for
Christmas! Limited quantities

You'll Have To See All The
Great La-Z-Boy Styles &
Fabrics To Believe It. The
Nice Thing Is They're All
On Sale Just In Time For
Christmas.

•

One of the greatest values since
chairs began fo move, this
Reclina-Rocker*

Sport
Coats
100% Wool

Leather
Coats
As Low As

and
Cashmere

$12995

Top Coats
Down Vests
Down Coats

Clothes For The... Big & Tall
All Sizes
A Suit for
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PORTLY
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Radical Leader's Wife To Bring Up Sons To Be Like Father
By ANDREW TORCHLA
Associated Press Writer
KING WILLIAM'S
TOWN, South Africa
(AP) — Speaking of her
young sons, she says,
"I'm bringing them up to
be like Steve. If they died
for the truth, as he did, I
would be satisfied."
With a gentleness that
belies her words, she
says, "Inside I should
have bitterness — and I
do."
That's as far as Steve
Biko's widow goes toward
making a political statement about the death of
her husband, a radical
student leader and
founder of a black consciousness movement.

None the less Margaret
Biko has found a job,
rebuilt her life and settled
into obscurity in a country where apartheid —
separation of the races —
is law.
It is, she says, all she
wants from life.
Mrs. Biko spoke in her
bedroom during a recent
interview because the
rest of her five-room
house was noisy with
visitors.
A bright ceiling light
was on but the younger
son, Samora, 6, named
for Samora Machel,
president of Mozambique, slept soundly on the
double bed. Mkosinathi —
"God is with us" — is 10

and away at boarding
school.
Biko died in police
custody in 1977. A
magistrate ruled that his
fatal head injuries were
probably received during
questioning but that no
policeman was to blame.
The circumstances of
his death brought Biko
world attention, as a symbol of race conflict in
white-ruled South Africa,
far more than his radical
activities. Foreign
governments protested.
Some 20,000 blacks attended his funeral.
Biko's family sued the
state for damages and,
two years later, settled
out of court for 65,000

r inil -- $68,000, about
Helped by friends, Mrs.
two-thirds of what they BAD moved out of her
had demanded. It was the mother-in-law's home in
largest settlement ever 1979 and rented her premade in the death of a de- sent house in Ginsberg, a
tainee but family hopes black township separated
for full disclosure concer- by railroad tracks from
ning the death were the rest of King William's
frustrated.
Town. She grows spinach
in
the front yard.
"There are still some
Mrs. Biko didn't work
things not explained and
they never will be," Mrs. again until last year,
when she became a nursBiko said.
ing sister at a hospital
"I was really tired, that serves blacks and
finished," she said of the whites in separate wings
period after her husband of the building. She takes
died. Distracted by the in- home about 400 rand —
quest and disturbed by $420 — a month, slightly
her sudden publicity as less than a white nurse
Biko's widow, she left her receives for the same
job as a nurse in a rural duties.
hospital for blacks.
The Bikos married in

1970, when they were both
24. Acquaintances say
Rik°, increasing his role
as a black spokesman,
gradually left his plump,
cheerful, quiet-spoken
wife behind.
If there were strains,
Mrs. Biko doesn't reveal
them.
"My husband belonged
to the people. I knew that
before we were married
and I accepted it," she
said. "Now there are
days when I sit down
alone and try to face my
problems, and I need
him. He didn't neglect his
family."
On the wall is a motto:
"What is home without a

mother." Mrs. Biko said:
"I am aiming at bringing
my kids up the way Steve
would have liked. I don't
think Steve would have
liked to see his kids not involved with the people
"At some stage, I will
have to explain the role of
their father in the community. Now, the older
boy asks: 'Where was he
working, what was he doing' He doesn't yet
understand what Steve
meant.
'But even Samora will
tell you, The Boers killed
my father.'"
Boer, an Afrikaanslanguage word meaning
farmer, refers to the
Afrikaners of Dutch and

French deaeent who control South Africa's
government
As the interview ended.
the front door opened and
more people crowded into
the living room.
decorated in a clash of
brown and turquoise.
plaids and hexagons with
Linoleum flooring A teddy bear sat on a hi-ti
speaker. It was late but
the sound of conversation
was rising, the way it (Vied to when Biko wa:
alive.
"Relatives and friends
— everybody around -here
is a brother and sister.
Mrs. Biko said. "People
come in and out. They
feel it's their home."

Small Quartz Heaters Spot Warmth In Particular Areas
By DENISE
FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
Just about everyone
has heard of quartz watches. But quartz heaters?
Several discount stores
in Kentucky have been
advertising the small,
post-shaped electrical appliances this fall. But
what makes them work,
and what do they do?
"I don't know exactly
how they work," said the
manager at one Con-

solidated Sales Co. store
in Louisville. "But we
have been selling quite a
few of them."
Ray Rieger, technical
advisor for Louisville Gas
& Electric Co., said
quartz heaters radiate
energy like the sun and
can direct heat to a particular area without
heating an entire room.
"It's a type of spot
heating." explained
Rieger. "You put them in
front of your easy chair,

or wherever you're going
to be."
At current LG&E rates,
he said, quartz heaters
cost only about 7 cents an
hour to operate, since
they consume only about
1500 watts an hour.
The heaters have been
advertised in recent
weeks at prices of $20 and
up.
"By itself, it probably
wouldn't make a large
difference in your heating
bill," said Rieger, "but if

ferent models."
French said the heater
contains an element that
is encased in a quartz
tube. It takes only a small
amount of electric current to heat the element
to around 1800 degrees
Fahrenheit, causing the
tube to emit radiant heat.
"It's not at all hot on
the outside," added
French, who said the exterior of the heater is not
hot enough to burn the
skin.

you use them and cut way
back on your main
heating system, they can
save money."
Gary French of
Boekamp Inc., San Diego
firm that holds the design
patent on the appliance,
described quartz heaters
as "people heaters."
"We started marketing
them about three years
ago out of a garage," s2id
French. "Now our plant
is about 86,000 square feet
and we make seven dif-

"Ours have guards on
the outside, and an
automatic shut-off valve
that cuts the electric current if they're knocked
over," he said.
ne-e-t7 heaters emit
more infrared rays than a
conventional heater, said
French, but the rays are
not harmful.
"You get infrared heat
from the coals in a
fireplace — it's the same
principle," he said. "It's
heat that's absorbed by

the skin."
All quartz heaters produced by Boekamp are
UL approved, said
French,i, and are safe
even for use in homes
where there are children
or nets.
"We issue a list of safety tips with each one," he
said. "For example, you
wouldn't want to leave
the house with one on,
just like you wouldn't
leave the house with a
frying pan on."

News In Brief
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, a
Democrat, was the only
member of Kentucky's
congressional delegation
to vote with the majority
on a package of financial
waivers to ease financing
for the $43 billion Alaska
natural gas pipeline.
The measure was passed Wednesday by a 233173 roll call vote in the
House.
A "yes" vote was a vote
in favor of the waiver. A
"no" vote was a vote
against it.
Voting against the
measure were
Democratic Reps. Ron
Mazzoli, William Natcher
and Carl Perkins and
Republicans Larry
Hopkins, Hal Rogers and
Gene Snyder.
Voting "yes" were 114
Democrats and 119
Republicans, while 106
Democrats and 67
Republicans voted

against the measure.

the FBI.
Johnita Powell, 31, was
LOUISVILLE, Ky. arrested by federal
(AP) — A Jeffersonville, agents Tuesday on a comInd. woman accused of plaint filed with a U.S.
receiving fradulent magistrate in Louisville,
medical insurance said James H. Yelvbenefies has-been charg- ington, special agent in
ed with mail fraud, said charge of the FBI in Ken-

tucky.
The complaint alleges
that Ms. Powell, an
employee of the Blue
Cross-Blue Shield office
in Louisville, had drawn
$4,747 for 20 medical
claims for which there
had been no medical ser-

vice provided.
Ms. Powell was released on $2,000 bond Wednesday after she appeared
before U.S. District
Judge Charles Allen.
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1979 Chevrolet Caprice Station

FREE GIFT
1
41.
R APIT/

Jon

9 passenger, two tone silver, red interior.
V-8, power steering, power broke
condition, AM-FM, local cor.
$5900.00

Burkittnipm Rag,Ktb.

Dr. Wm. Brent Wortham

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

She faces a preliminary
hearing Dec. 17, said
Y.elvington. If convicted,
Ms. Powell could draw a
five-year prison term, a
$1,000 fine, or both.

Shirts-Beltst‘ allets-Jackets
at

Announces The Association Of

Gilbert Ellis, the state
fire marshal in Kentucky
said he has not seen any
specifications on quart/
heaters, but advised peo
ple who buy them to read
the enclosed directions.
"I'd say people should
follow the same safety
precautions with them as
they do with other kinds
of space heaters," said
Ellis. "You want to use
extreme care to see it is
not overturned.

air

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVKOLET
GM

M.U1V

753-2617

Dixieland Center

GM

CROIRRAL MOTORS RUTS DIVISION

641 S.
Murray

For The Practice of General Dentistry
Hours By Appointment
Phone: 753-2722
Murray, Kentucky

NO FINANCE CHARGE FOR
OUR LAYAWAY PLAN!
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Girl's

Panties

15" Decoration

RCA'. top-of
top-of-theline X...-100
-the-line
Roommate delivers the
features you want .. ,)!
the price you want to pay!

Pillows

88' $38.8

This deluxe 19" diagonal table mod,
offers you the unbeatable value of
XL-100 You'll get a host of great
RCA color TV performance features
Plus, the convenience of Signalocx
18.position electronic tuning
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Penny Loafers $1 5.00

Ladies Nome Broods 18.95
Preppy Cassels $1 5.00

Osage Joggers$18.00

Leather Pro-Keds $22.00

LADIES WESTERN BOOTS BY
ACME & DURANGO, DESIGNER
LABELS STARTING AT $27.95
Men's Dress & Casual Shoes
tn:17:, :Zell12-1 4-$16
Lace Up a- Work Boots(wk.)$25.00 Casuals & Leather )16.00

hands over his ears.
But even the Ice King
seemed to have enough. The
-wind died down and the ice no
longer groaned and creaked.
Oonik crawled out of the
snowdrift. Blinking, he stared
at the world. It was peaceful
and Quiet. Great piles of ice
blocks lay about like forgotten
toys. Where there had been
opep water there was now a
solid ridge of ice.
There was no sign of Keotuk
or the sled.
"Keotuk!" called Oonik.
"Keotuk,come!"
He ran from ridge to ridge,
calling and clapping his hands.
Suddenly he saw a snowdrift
rise up from the ice. The drift
heaved and shook itself and
there was Keotuk stepping
sleepily out. Covered by the
drift he had been safe and
warm as the storm died out.
"Oh, Keotuk!" cried Oonik
embracing the dog. "I knew
you would be all right! But
where is the
Alas it was gone. Together
with Oonik's spear and the
remainder of his food, the sled
was buried beneath the ice or,
perhaps, at the bottom of the
sea.
Oonkik staced at the
moon-to:iris On the distant
sho.e. There, nestled in those
mountains, was Santa Land.
"We can make it," Oonik told
himself bravely. "Come,
Keotuk, it isn't too far. We're
almost there."
Together they started off.
Trudging slowly, Oonik often
slipped and fell. Keotuk stayed
at his side and when they came
to an ice hill Keotuk caught
Oonik's parka in his teeth and
helped drag him up and over.

sjedr

Oonik wrapped the pieces of skin around Keotuk's paws.

Mons Osage Joggers $18.00
Leather Tennis Shoes $24.00
Pro-Ked Leathers $22.00
Ili King Boots Leek*,(Some Welded) Acme Work Boots ;$33.00
Acme Dingo Boots $36.95
$27.00
Acme & Times Western Beets Western Boots $33.95

SYNOPSIS: Heading across
the frozen sea to ask Santa
to help talk the Ice King into
ending the continuous
winter, Oonik and Keotuk
are caught in a fierce storm.
The storm collapsed the
snow cave where Oonlik was
sleeping and he awoke to
find himself sliding down a
piece of ice.

Lace Up Insulated $29.95

Factory Discount Shoes
Mon.-Sat. 9-6 Sun. 1-6
16th & Main-Murray
753-9419
i&L
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by Lucrece Beale

CHAPTER FOUR
KEOTUK HURTS
HIS PAW

Newl

Down, down, down Oonik
slid on the huge slab of ice
upended by the storm. Ahead
of him was the black churning
sea. Oonik threw himself back
and dug in his heels but he
could not stop sliding.
Just as he was about to zoom
into the water there was a
terrible screech and the ice slab
suddenly reversed itself like a
see saw and Oonik began
rocketing back in the other
direction.
With a whoosh he shot off
the far end and landed head
first in a snow drift. There he
rolled himself up into a tight
little ball and l_zs..._tsembling
with teeth chattering and

On and on they went in the
never ending daylight and little
by little the snow covered
mountains grew closer. Then,
when it seemed they were
almost there Keotuk suddenly
lay down.
"Come on," begged Oonik.
"We can't rest now. We'll_
freeze or starve if we don't get
there soon."
But Keotukonly whimpered
softly. Oonik kneeled down and
rubbed his hands through
Keotuk's fur. -What is it?" he
murmured gently.
Keotuk whimpered again
and held up one of his front
paws. Oonik gasped with
dismay. The paw was cut and
torn by ice splinters.
Oonik picked out the
splinters. "Oh, Keotuk, if only
you had shoes!" he moaned.
Then he had an idea. "I will
make you some shoes!"
With his knife he cut four
strips of seal skin from his own
coat. He wrapped the pieces of
skin around Keotuk's paws and
tied them with lacing from his
own hood.
"There," he said. "Ice
splinters can't hurt you now."
Keotuk rose 'uncertainly to
his feet. At first he limped but
the soft skin shoes actually
made his bruised paw feel
better and after a while he was
able to walk quite well.
On they trudged until at last
they came to the shore and
Oonik saw smoke curling up
from behind the hills.
Everything will be all right
now," cried Oonik starting to
run, "For that Is surely smoke
from Santa's very own
chimmney!"
Next: Oonik in Santa Land
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Strengthen the muscles
Lowrance E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a 17-year-old girl. Through
the years I have kept in pretty good physical condition. I
do exercises every night
before going to bed. I've
even tried dieting but nothing seems to get rid of my
problem — thy heavy stomach and rear end. My legs
are slender, as well as my
top half. Is there anything
you can suggest to solve this
problem, or tell me why I
have it? Is it the way I
exercise or how much I
exercise? I need help
desperately.
DEAR READER — People are born with genes that
influence markedly whether
they will be fat or slender
and where the fat will be
stored. For example, one
ethnic group in Africa tends
to have a large storage of
fat over the buttocks, not
just a little, but a pillow-like
fat pad.
You can still affect the
amount of fat deposited but
you do have to accept the
realities of natural charac-

Zito

What causes this probteristics. You can see this of exercises, those that
same thing in the animal strengthen your muscles to lem? U I didn't have surgery
kingdom where a dairy cow maintain good posture, tuck would the problem go away
is lean but a beef cow is your abdomen in and bold and not bother me any
your spine erect, those that more? My doctor plans on
chunky and gets fat easily.
You cannot really spot improve your flexibility and removing the ovary.
DEAR READER —
reduce, but if you do not those that you use to help
have any fat on your legs or eliminate calories or the Endometriosis is simply tissue that lines the uterus,:
upper body, further fat loss endurance-type exercises.
The strengthening and endometrium, that has gotshould cause you to lose fat
from the one remaining toning exercises involve ten out of the uterus and:
place — your lower torso. both sit-ups and leg lifts but located in other parts of the,
People who want to slim you also do need to do exer- body. It enlarges with the;
down their waist usually do cises to strengthen the mus- menstrual cycle and causes need to lose fat through diet cles in the upper back, par- pain, and often tissue:
ticularly to avoid slumping destruction.
and exercise.
that contributes to the
It is not known why the
You do need exercises to abdominal bulge.
tissue gets into other
strengthen your abdominal
It does disappear at
DEAR DR. LAMB — I menopause when the cy
and other trunk muscles. I'm
I
to
had
Lethave
endometriceis.
sending you The Health
to stimulate endome
ter number 17-12, Winning have a hysterectomy and growth stops. It can ca
the Battle of the Bulge, removal of my left ovary tube blockage and destruc-:
which will describe in great- four years ago for this.
tine of the ovaries. Since you.
At that time my doctor cannot expect to get preger detail the exercises you
need to do. Others who want left in the right ovary so I nant after a hysterectomy, I.
this issue can send 75 cents wouldn't have to take would feel that if you are:
with a long, stamped, self- female hormones. Since then having a lot of trouble youraddressed envelope for it to I have had repeated bouts doctor is justified in rernov-:
me, in care of this newspa- and the last time my ovary lag the remaining ovary that.
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio grew to the size of a can- contains the tissue. You can:
City Station, New York, NY taloupe before we discov- take hormones to replace^
ered my problem. My ovary those normally produced by;
10019.
You need to do three types is still tender and hurts a lot. the ovaries.
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PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE
All Exquisite Form Bras-Girdles & Controllers

$2.00 OFF

Taste thatTaste!
The firstand only Cola that's 100% Caffeine lige,
100% Sugar Free with 100% delicious Cola taste.

Bra Choices:

Girdle & Controllers

vies., 3 barter,& Leal Lige
greet or Bock Hook
0ANCoftea, Tricot or Lace
*Beige or White
*Sizes 34B-S2DD
She 32A-38D Strapless

*grief(Peek),2.1.1.60Leal Leg Of Pant Swam.
*Beige er White
*She Lg.(Waist 24-38)
188(Waist 41-511)

Uniforms 20%
Velvet & Wool
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December 20th
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Until! 8:00(Except Wed.-Fri. Close 5:00 p.m.)
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44 YEARS
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE AND
SUPPORT WHICH HAS ALLOWED US TO
SERVE YOU AS ONE OF THE AREA'S LEADING
MERCHANTS FOR THE PAST FORTY-FOUR
YEARS. MAY WE SHOW OUR APPRECIATION
BY OFFERING YOU A FULL SHOPPING DAY
FOR LEADING BRANDS OF HOME FURNISHINGS AT A FULL

07 DISCOUNT
/0 STORE WIDE

44

PLEASE ACCEPT OUR IN
TO A FULL DAY OFSHOPPING FOR
LEADING BRANDS OF HOME FURNISHINGS AT A FULL FORTYFOUR PERCENT DISCOUNT OFF
THE ORIGINAL SUGGESTED
PRICE,FEATURING:
BROYHILL- FLEXSTEEL-SERTA-ATHENS- COCHRAN- STRATOLOUNGER- CRESENT- I
SOUTHERN MANOR- LIVINGSTON- S7ATFORD

FRIDAY 8 A.M. to 9P.M.

R ASS FURNITUR.
AllSales Final

Downtown Murray

All Sales Cash Or Immediate Financingl
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Studio
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Join the efight...
Against cancer by helping the
McDowell Caeca Foundation reit*
funds to build a cancer center ier
Kesituddaas.
Reaching OUT goal of $19 melon
depends on the generosity of people
Ilk. you.
Please send contributioas to
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDATION. 915 South Limestone, Lettington, Kentucky 40536.
All &amnions sill be matched by
Mn. Lucille Markey of Calumet
sc.*.'141
Farm.
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Attention MDE and WBE
sub-contractors and suppliers. We are preparing
a bid to be submitted Dec.
17, 1981 on Waste Water
System facilities in Murray,
Ky. We are
soliciting sub bids on the
following work: earth
work, fence work,
landscaping.
paving,
piping,
precast concrete, paneling,
ceramic tile,
resilint
painting,
flooring,
plumbing. HVAC and
electrical plans and
specifications may be examined at our office or
several other locations. If
interested in any of this
work please contact us at
once at Service Construction CO. P. 0. Box 40646
Nashville, Tn. 37204,
Phone 615-255-3161.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
3 Permit
4 The,in Paris
5 Declares
6 Thailand,
once
7 Mod's home
8 Near
9 Marvin or
Majors
10 Part of a
dynamo
11 Like a bug in
a rug
16 Lasso
17 Pack away
20 Cooling
devices
22 Ouch, in
Bonn
row
25 Downy duck
26 Meredith of
29 Nod
TV
- 30 Away
27 Rem of
32 Claret and
lumber
wine
33 Rather of TV 28 Exist
29 Evil
- 34 Go quickly
- 35 Dutch town 31 Knight of TV
36 Food fish
37 Healed
38 Irritate
- 40 Lean-to
41 Earth
goddess
43 Tellurium
symbol
44 Golf gadgets
- 45 Santa
47 Oslo coin
49 Chief artery
51 Evergreen
52 Announcements
55 Ogle
56 Mature
-57 Parts of a
yard
DOWN
1' Rornanov
2 Forced
ACROSS
1 Cash drawer
5 Snake
8 Too bad!
12 Pintail duck
.
By way of
' 14 Sea bird
15 Likely
16 Peruses
18 Large bird
19 Scale note
20 Mold
21 So long, for
short
23 Silver
symbol
24 Jumps
• 26 Distrust
28 Place in a

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

UM CUM BUM
UM UUM MUM
MUU MOMMUM
MUM COM
LIU MUM MUM
UM UM MOM
UM OM MUU ULI
MUM UM MU
MUM UM M
MOU UMW]
MUMUUM MT
MOO MUU UM
CUM NUM MO
33 Female deer 44 Neat
45 Keen
34 Tints
46 Formerly
38 Unsoiled
48 Compass pt
37 Impostor
39 Give -to 50 Tuberous
me
root
51 Enemy
40 Bristles
41 Hockey score 53 Chaldean City
42 Sea eagle
54 Supposing

MAW AMA MUM
WERE WEE WMME
WEE MUM MME
WM WIIIME ME WM
WWII= WROWN
MOM WEE WNW
WERE WOE WEEM
WIEN WEE WEE=
WWI= WEEM
WW WE WIMEE WWI
WOW WWII=
WEEWIIIMMEMWMEE
WEEM WEE WEE

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN
SCRATCHED OFF A
CHRISTMAS LIST?

Do your Christmas Shalt-

Watkins specials black
pepper vanilla menthol
camphor ointment-.
Trevor or Geraldine
Mathis 753-828.4.

7$ Model Down
12' by 55' For Sole.
Call 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.
, Save 25% On Fear
Heavy-Dety Lifetime
Warranty Shocks Instilled. Where?
ECONOMY TIRE
& SERVICE
6 203 Main St.
Marray, Ky.

VED
•'
2. NOTICE--•7 4..1 HELP WAN
ping early. Lega
a
.
r
purses, w,
aft
belts. Custom WA*
minor shoe repair. PAWray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

PIONEER
z:noi •

Mrs. Chester McCuist011,_
has her home-made 110/
tamales ready to buy. If
you would like these
delicious items call her at
753-3592.

e

IIP-551141
Wash AM/IC
Cassette, Sopertioer
fAlSectiest

Salemans samples Mt
new spring 1982 sportswear and dresses. Sizes
9-10, 10 and 14/
1
2 only.
Room 153 Murray Holiday Inn Fri., Dec. 11 and
Sat. 12,9 a.m. to6 p.m.

'148"

MULE TIEY
LAST
$9800
Pa

5. LOGT & FOUNd

TS 696

Lost yellow gold Calloway
County new class ring.
Has Greg on side of ringi
class of 82. Call 437-42U.
Reward.

619 2 Way With
large 20 Oz. Magoet

"
sir
$88

Lost: black and tan
Doberman downtown
area. Should be dragging
chain. If found please call
after 5 p.m. 753-6977.

TX.X6
Swine Mead
With Passive Radiator
We %Mee
Whit We

sa
World of Sound

7 month old female
Australian Shepard.
Black with gray feet. Lost
near Shady Oaks. Reward
offered. Call 753-8099 or
753-0227.
Black and tan beagle with
a white tip on its tail. Lost
in Harris Grove area. Call
753-5589, 753-6219 or 7534370. Has no collar.

222 So. 12th
Mirrors For Christmas M
& G Complete Glass Co.
'has a complete line of
frames and custom cut
mirrors. We do picture
framing 8. cut glass table
tops. We custom make
gun cabinets show cases
and display cases. Install
auto glass window glass
and plate glass. Repair
storm windows storm
doors and, patio door
glass. M & G Glass 816
Coldwater Road. 753-0180
or 753-2798. ,
Santa Suite Rental Mr.
Tuxedo 310 East Main 75940,73

6. HELP WANTED
ReFesentafive - Would
you like to represent the
nation's largest builder of
individually built, custom
constructed homes? We
win train you to call on
our prospects. If you are
an honest, aggreSsive, SPO
getter, this is an opportunity to get in on the
ground floor. Straight

commission or salary
plus commission position
Bible Call
Parents 759-4444;
Children's Bible,
Story 759-4445

Get Ready for The
Holiday Season
Rental Suggestions: Santa Claus
Suits

Murray Rental
& Sales
Center
2001. Main
753-8201
Visit Hazel, Ky. Antique
Mall. Open 5 days a week
95, Sun. 15.
Female, roommate
wanted to share 2
bedroom house. Call 7539265

available. Multi-million
donar ad campaign opens
the door for you. Excellent advancement opportunities. Fringe
benefits for salaried
employees include: stock purchase investment, life
and hospitalization insurance, profit sharing
program. If you are this
person, and you are ready
and willing to talk to
home building prospects,
contact us immediately.
Jim Walter Homes, Inc.
Phone 442-7368. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Restaurant Manager Experienced in kitchen
and dining room operations. Send resume to:
Luke Knight 1515 Chaucer
Murray, Ky.42071.
RN or LPN-Medical office. 8-5, 5 days a week,
8 0 0 . per month
negotiable. Action Personnel 753-6532.

IF LIOU EVER ARE,
THAT'S WHAT IT
WILL LOOK UKE!

I'M NOT SURE

Pine Part -Time
ty - Earnings
Per Ivor tor
• part-time POIMOn- Ser.
yin° greeting cards and
gift wrap departments in
a area Retail Store.
Available to responsible
homemaker living in the
fres of US Hwy. 641
North. Please send a brief
resume' including your
telephone number and
this ad to: P. 0. Box 410
lafforville, Ill. 62571.

rPoWertur31.35

Xpparel Sales. 1m- mediate, Permanent it*
_ with morning hours. Must
have apparel safes experience. Apply in person: MINNENS Olympic
Plaza 1-5 p.m. daily.

_ULF.
CosrnotologiSt,3 years experience, professional,
Mature, goal oriented,
good personality, solid
background in perm and
color. High income potential. 753-2266.
S
efirr7V
ifeek Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-8426000. Ext. 5112.

H6fsir FURNISHINGS

24. MISCELLANEOUS

Washer-dryer. 753-0816
after S p.m.

6 piece drum set for sale.
Call 49-2243.

3 piece antique bedroom
suite,$100. Call 753-0817.
Couch artd chair. Good
condition, $173. Call 7594106 after 5:30.

SPORTS EQUIPMENt
Ithaca 20 gauge pump gun
with 2 barrels, High standard 20 gauge automatic,
243 rifle. Call 753-1208.

22.MUSICAL
8 piece drum set $200. Call
753-6265.
1AR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music Dixieland Centor Chestnut St.
7531U).

WANTED
Responsible party to
take lip payments ea
Ike new pine.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

SITUATION WAIVED
Need someone to do your
housecleaning while you
do your Christmas shopping? Call 759-1255 or 4532377.
Will do babysitting in my
home 753 /562 .
References.
Riders to Mayfield, mid- •
nights to 8 a.m. shiH. Call
759-4011 after 6 p.m.
Will babysit in my home.
Experienced and
references. 7534952.
Will do housework. Call
Claudia 436-2510.
Will do babysitting in my'
horne. 753-9417.

14, WANT
White-faced hereford
calves, weaned. Can
either be red or black.
Call 753-8539.
WANTED
Baby Shoes to be bronzed.
Call 1-4-43-5926 from 8 a,m.
to 10 p.m, We pick up your
shoes and give you a
receibl-

ARTICLESOR

SALE

Fake fur coat like new,/
1
2
price $40. 436-2516.

IXTERMINATIN6
401,"

c

MURDER
Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
Mesas 753-3914

24 MISCELLANEOUS
Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.
Hand crochetedafghan
and quilt tops. Call 7536379.
Sears sewing machine, 12
built in stitches, 30 cans,
$175. Call 753-9424 between 5 and 6 p.m.
weekdays,anytime sp.
50cc automatic jet motorcycle $200., custelln built
bar and 2 stools $250., hair
dryer on stand $20., exercise bike $20., custom
built 3-wheeler or motorcycle trailer $650. 7530115.

NOTICE
Proposed Budget Hearing and
RW1101108 Sharing
Hearing.
December 16, 6:00 p.m. at Hazel
City Nell. Citizens invited to attend. Comments and suggestions
wekome.
Mayor Williamfratt
City of Hazel

SQUARE DANCE
I CAME IN HERE
TO BRUSH
MY TEETH---

•

C) Ii umed C

srxrco.

Bring The Family For Good Clean
Fan.
Beginning Dec. 12th at 7:30 p.m.
Each and every Saturday night.
Located in Jerry McCoy's old
refinishing building on 641 South
between Murray and Hazel.
Owner-Ronnie Gardner

---BUT WOUND UP
TAKING A SHOWER

pec

Hay for sale 01.50 bale.
Call 4311-2609.
14K diamond ring, men's
1 Ct., 7 stone,4 men's and
W01111211's gold rings. Fine
glass, clocks, copper
design plates, many
quality gift items! Low
prices. Need cash. Leo,
753-9898.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
Music centers, etc.
Reasonable 436-2566.
Rent a fluffy furry Santa
Suit from the Kappa
Department and surprise
someone this Christmas.
Call 753-8233.
Firewood seasoned oak
and hickory will cut to
order. Bulk rates
available. Call 753-7300 or
753-7585.
SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18" 24" available. $27.50 a
rick delivered. Call John
Rover at 7518536.
Fork lifts new and used
complete line of lifts for
every purpose. Datsun
and others. If you need a
lift give us a call 502-2474049.
Wired for sale $75i
rick. Call 489-2101 or 1894
224.1,
Slabs for sale bundled or
banded. You haul or we
Will haul in 100 bundle
lots. Call Shomaker
Lumber Co. McKenzie
Tn. 901-352-5777. 7 to 5
after 5 901-352-3632 also
sawdust.
Small super market in ex-,
cellent condition;
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 SO2'
247-1461 or 247-5961 afteri
7:30 p.m.

FREE
$10.00 Gift Certificate when yes
come into the store.
Use now or later on
the parchese of KENNY ROUE JEANS,
(Naas or weans) or
mem and mimeos
boots. New Shipment
Weekly.

Vernon's
Western
Store
0/P9Pic PI=
753-7113
9-9 Daily
1.6 Segdey
Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixieland Center. 7599633.
Wood stove for sale. 7533523.
Firewood for sale. 7533523.
Cow for sale for beef. Approximately 800 poUnds.
Will deliver. Phone 4362920.
Bobby-Mac car seat like
new,130. Call 489-2818.
Wood, cut up slabs, $17. a
rick. Call 753-8526.
Six gun solid maple
cabinet. $125. Call 4362124 or 436-5810.

26 TV RADIO

Large
Selection
Used TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
•

Uni- si wits.

753-7575
27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES
Mobile home for sale or
rent. Located in Puryear.
2 bedroom completely
furnished. Sale price
rent $200.00
$7 000.00
monthly plus deposit. 901247-5357.
1971 Richardson 12x60 two
central air
bedroom
unand heat (gas)
furnished. 753-3142
daytime after 5 p.m. 7538854.
- Very nice'14 x 70 Schultz
Homestead all electric, 3
bedroom house.
Carpeting, partially furnished, central OM and
air, 10 x 12 wooded
sundeck, underpinning,
•
storm windows, steps,
antenna, 250 amp service,
• _ 41-0,-500. Call 435-4117 for
appointment

lito Perfect Stocking Siefert
Give a gift of love to that special
someone...adorable, AKC
logistered York/Ike Terrier PupTaking Deposits For Christmas
Phone 435-403
II

•

28 MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
10x55 2 bedroom trailer
east of Almo. Call 7533320.
2 2 bedroom trailers for
rent fully furnished
$140.00. Call 753 1879 after
5:00.
10x55 7 beeltOOm trailer
214 mites north east of
AITO. 753 3370. _

78. MOBILE '
HOME RENTALS

2 bedroom furnished
mobile home. $150. per
month, $75. security
deposit. No pets. Call 7534808.
2 bedroom mobile home,
quiet _neat court. Single
$75., couple $85. 753-8216
after 5 p.m.
2 bedroom trailer near
Murray no pets. nice.
49-2611.
2 bedroom, $160 Brandi's
Tr. Pk. 753-8411.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Ct. No calls
please.

BUSINESS RENTALS

11/.04whme
nkil se

St7or
.7;t
7S3-475$
sq. ft. building
rmerly occuppied by
Dishes N Things in Dixieland Shopping Center on
Chestnut. Days call 7537972 nights call 753-3018.
Office or commercial
space. Approximately
1400 sq. ft. A-1 location.
Kopperud Realty 7531222.

32. APTS. FOR RENT
3 bedroom downstairs
apartment at 1602 Miller.
Available Jan. 1. Call 7532403 after 4p.m.
1 bedroom efficiency
apartment partial
utilities paid. No pets.
$90.00. 753-9741.
Small furnished apartment. Private, $90. No
children, no pets. See at
407 S. 8th.
1 bedroom unfurnished
apartment. Newly installed carpet throughout and
recently added installation. Deposit and
references required. Call
Spann Realty Assoc. 7537724.
1 bedroom furnished
garage apartment, water
furnished. Call 753-8294.
Nice furnishid, small
apartment. Inquire 100 S.
13th St.
Nice 1 bedroom furnished
apartment near university and shopping center.
Reasonably priced. 7533949.
2 or 3 bedroom furnbished
apartment on Olive St. No
pets lease and deposit.
Call 753-9208 after 4 p.m.
Furnished apartments efficiency 1 or 2 bedroom. Zimmerman Apts. S. 16th 7536609.
2 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished apartment.
753-8730 before 5 p.m.
753-6965 after 5 p.m.
Two bedroom ,dipar *7
for rent, range, oveo.
,
refrigerator, dishwash4r,,,
disposal, washer and',
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
.No pets. One year lease
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753-2622 or 753-3865.
2 bedroom unturnished
duplex with stove
refrigerator
dishwasher and disposal.
Extra nice in Westwood
Subd. Heat pump with low
utilities $250.00 month 7533742 before 4:00 p.m. or
305-792-5565 after 4 p.m.
1 bedroom furnished
apartment for adults.
New paint and drapes. 2
blocks from hospital. No
pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208
after 4 p.m.
1 room efficiency apartment, $90. Located at corner of 16th and Olive St.
across from university.
Call 753-4793.
We manage property for
others. Have 2 garage
apartments also 2 furnished mobile homes. Coleman Real Estate 7539898.
Equal Housing 1 and 2
bedroom apartment. Call
Murray Manor 753-8668.
Efficiency one or two
bedroom Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment near
downtown Murray.''Call
753-1109 or 436-2844.

33. ROOMS FOR RENT
Boys. Large private room
with kitchen facilities V2
block from campus. Call
753-1312.
Rooms for. rent 1 block

1torff uttiversity 753-1812,
753-6933.

HOUSES FOR RENT
2 bedroom, gas heat,
washer dryer ...hook - up,
carpeted. 503 S. 6th. $150.
per month. Call 362-0063
after 6 p.m.
3 bedroom house with
water and wood furnish
ed. Call 345 2705. -

A
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311. PETS SUPPLIES 11nrtA E TATE
V. MUSICAL

22. MUSICAL

ith Price Sale

eiver Pupl ado
La
pies AKC champion Sired.
Paradise Kennels 753
4106.
Dachshund puppies for
sale, 7 weeks old, no
papers. 474-2325.

For Christmas
On Blank Tapes
TDB,Sony, Memorex,
Mud,Basi & Fuji
Needles To Fit Most Stereo's

AKC German Shepard puppies 28 champions 5 generations. Also guard dogs.
Registered American
Eskimo Spitz puppies. 502554-2153.
Six month old Black'
Great Dan4,-full
pedigree, cropped ears
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527

"World
of Sound"
753-51165

222 So. 126
HOUSES FOR RENT

HOUSES FOR RENT

bedroom nouse, large
kitchen, stove and
refrigerator, furnished
washer hook-up,
carpeted. Less than one
mile from Kentucky lake.
$225. plus deposit Water
included. 442-3877.
3 bedroom house with
refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher and disposal.
$240. plus $100. deposit.
Located near hospital.
753-5094040.
Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
.,month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-436-,
5353.
4 bedroom house, full
basement, Kirksey Rd.
Call after 4 p.m.753-1634.
Nice 2 bedroom brick
with large utility,
washer, dryer.
refrigerator, air conditioner, shady lot and
garden _spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable
rent for young couple with
proper references and
deposit. 492-8594 after 6
p.m.

3 bedroom brick in Mt
country $225.00 per month.
436-2166.

19-.)

2 bedroom furnished
house in country. Garden
spot and water furnished.
753-7671.

12 week old AKC
Labrador Retrievers only
3 left. Will hold until
Christmas. Call 753-4498.

41. PUBLIC SALE
Garage Sale: Christmas
shop with us. Thurs., F-ri.
and Sat. New and collectible items. Ornaments,
depression glass, crystal,
china, McCoy, Shawnee,
Hull, antique couch, bells,
chain saw, pictures and
much more..On 641 South
lust across State Line at
Hazel. 498-8716.
Garage §a-Irth-u-ri.:Sat.,
Dec. 10-12, 8:30 a.m.-8:30
p.m. Murray State Univ.
in the North Gym Carr
Health Building, to
benefit Women's
Athletics.

7531222
V..,
ICIUITUCKY
HOME
Beautiful 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a double
lot. There are two
beat pumps with a
humidifier, central vacuum
system, intercom,
automatic garage
door opener, wet
bar, and two
patios. Everything
you need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment today, 7531222, Kopperud
Realty. We are
members of Multiple Listing Service.

43. REAL ESTATE

One bedroom house in
down Take over
Lakeway Shores. Partly 12100.011 le
reasonab payments and
furnished,'water furnishthis 2 bay shop with 2 /
ed. Call 753-6123.
bedroom apatments will
be yours. Let that shop
37. LIVESTOCK
you've always wanted be
*yours. Call Spann Realty.
SUPPLIES
Assoc. 753-7724.
6 year old 15 hand Appaloosa Gelding. Goes
well under English and
Does your family need
Western tack, $700. Call
economical housing? Within
767-6556.
at
Denise
walking distance of school?
With two bedrooms and two
Goat for sale, corn fed
baths? Low maintenance
and neutered. Call 753and excellent quality? At a
3307.
price ofless than 116,000?
38. PETS-SUPPLIES
Dien call 753-1192 now,
after hours 753-0187.
White miniature poodle
$50. 753-0223.

DISTINCTIVE
HOME
Beautiful 3
bedroom home on
Highway 94 just
West of Murray City limits. Formal
dining room,living
room, den, large
game room,
tastefully
decorated
throughout.
Private setting and
convenient location. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty in Murray.

sALr

Older 8 room house with 2
baths. Large lot Priced to
sell. Call 753-3593
2 bedroom house, garage
and storage building
Nice lot 9/10 acre with
pee well. Located 4.2
miles out at Stella. Price
$14,000. $1,500. down
balance monthly at Iftki
percent interest Call 489
2505.
Housefor sate in Canter
bury 7i3-0701.
Assumable and af
Like new 2
fordable
bedroom with great
room, Nits of cabinets in
the kitchen, garage, heat
pump, fenced in yard
Call owner at 753.8469 or
Shroat-Waldrop Realty
759-1707.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built-in appliances. Must
sell. $30. 000. Call 4892670.
Unique log home three
bedroom, central gasheat with full basement.
Assumable loan. Call
Purdom &- Thurman
icealty 753-4456.
vs3 bedroom brick house
carpet throughout, 2
bath, large living-room
and den, 2 car garage
with large storage room.
Call 489-2145 or 753-8394.

Strout.
Realty

For
Sale

APPLIANCE SERVICE
KENMORE.
WHIRLPOOL,
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years e xperienc e. Bob
by Hopper. Bob's Ap
pliance Service 203 5 5th
7S3 487LociS)

1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.

All yeUepluinbing and air
conditioning needs Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction

hi iglu $3111.11

Good condition,
clean, good family
car. Asking
Call 7534121 after 5

Protect yourself
and loved ones.
Pull the activator pin on new pocket site Emergency Alarm
cells
Lite. A loud. blasting screen demands attention ...Carry
VB
for help. Does not stop until activator is replaced.
than
bigger
No
protection.
with you orersyrtsere for instant
a peck of cigerettes. Convenient, built-in flashlight perfect
wet of
for finding dark keyholes and checking the bockRuns
on
perked can at night. A must for your hotel room. booting.
inexpensive pen-lite batteries. Great for camping,
all sports. Stay safe ... get your Emergency Alarm Lite
today. Be reedy tonight

NAME
ADD
CITY
ZIP
STATE
Please rush me Alarm Lite
at036.95.13 2 for $11.95.
closecheck or money order

uy
ton

PROTECTION
UNLIMITED
1681 N.E. 26th St. Suite 232, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305
If Not satisfied, return in to days for full refund.

$1161410.44:

owing
vr OuAk7f.
• dc -AUTOSOUND SYSTEMS
AUTO REVERSE 1111/ASI CASSETTE
• 8 station preset pushbutton tuning
• 10 watts/channel into 4 ohms from 40 to 20KHz
@ 1.0% T.H.D.
• Precision auto reverse tape transport
• Dolby N.R.system anekape E.O. switch
• Separate basil, treble VW loudness controls
• Preaunp RCA pin jack outputs
• Output cable for remote power antenna
Dimensions:
7"Wx1314 - Hx6"0
(180 x 44 x 150 mm.)
Weight:4 lbs.(1.8 kg.)

XS-66
6" x 9"3-WAY SPEAKER
Sony,.Tite Car Stereo You Con Be Proud Of
,I'Oh Yes,I hove o Sony" only at the,

toutus, WIRES®
1200 Sycowore
Murray, Kentucky 42071
f5021753- 1492
PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE Three,. bedroom
home in town on large
lot. isqx 106. This home
is neat Jrid clean ready
to move in. Insulated
garage and fenced
backyard. Ideal investment property convenient
to stores; could be zoned
commercial. Talk to us
about financing. For
more information call
SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES. 753-7724.
Take This.
, House...Please!
No kidding, owner

must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
.got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,

livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How about
'financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acrecountry estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

World of Sound
Layaway Now For Christmas
Wilitilra Coil

E21So. Zit.
2

322t1

1961 Studebaker best otter
753-6265
1977 Toyota Celica 4 speed
like new 45000 miles. Call
753-8296.
1976 'Cadillac Seville
silver on silver 42000
miles loaded. Call 7537441 or 753-8218.

Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears For free estimates
call 753 2310

ROOFING
SUILT-UP & SHINGLES
Referesscos. AN work
gaersstood. Free
Estimates. Call 7591839 or 7534181.

Don't put off getting your
favorite sofa or chair
reupholstered because of
1972 MG red with black in
terior, perfect condition the long wait for its
We 611ft Oneweek
753-0708 7'67 1767. service. Also take ad
1977 white Grand Prix with vantage of our year end
red top low mileage ex
special. Say you saw this
condition loaded ad and save $50.00 on any
11/2 story 2 acres Ashley cellent
Call 436-2682 after 5 sofa and chair combina
wood heater. Will sell $3250.
tion. Bill's Upholstery 104
lease or rent. You must p.m.
S:,13th.
Coleman
one.
this
see
.4••••••••••••
Real Estate 753-9898.
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
3 bedroom brick house
1 $ 1 Cutlass
and trim. Aluminum trim
carpet .throughout 2 bath
for brick houses. Jack
Oldsairibile Supreme
large living room and den 2
Glover 753 1873
car garage with large
Came. Ons miser,
storage room. Call 489-2145
MOBILE HOME
8,100 mist.
or 753-2493.
ANCHORS underpinning, roof's sealed, patio
MOTORC17CLES
awnings, and house type
1980 Yamaha 400 Special
roofs for mobile homes.
with mag wheels, wind
753-1873. Jack Cr/Ovet.
le
Oldsmobi
jammer, custom seat,
Automobile macilinic
!Ionia
luggage carrier, electric
do work on automatic
will
ignition. If your looking
Cadillac
and all gasoline engined
bra bike look at this one,
1406W. Mom
trucks. All work, done
.
$1200. Call 527-8372.
guarahreed. Call 437-4546.
753-531S
CR125 Honda, CR 250
Honda. Both bikes in excellent condition. $350. 1963 Ford Fairlane 21
miles per gallon good con
each. 753-7627 or 753-6831.
dition. 137-1915.

FOR SALE

PURDOMS

Office Cam to Coat
Boyers from Everywhere
Itoliolds Service Seco 1910
1912 Coldwater lied
Money, Mato* 42171
(502)753-0116
Myties
JOE L. KENNON
Drake
Licoassid & loaded

49. USEDCI

1979 Volkswagen Rabbit 4
door, custom, air, AM
Fm stereo, excellent con
dition. 753 5519.

1980 110 ATC Honda 3wheeler mint condition
$650. 2-wheel motorcycle or
utility trailer MO. Call 7539507 after 6 p.m.

aiudaw)
753-1222
ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, beauty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectives that
describe this_l
bedroom, 2 I:oath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
family room,
fireplace with
wood stove,
separate living
room, heat pump
air control system.
Offered in the Mid
40's through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main Street.

1973 Kawasaki 450 MX
1300, Also 1980 Yamaha
175 IT $700. Will sell both
for $900. Call 35.1-6278.

1978 Z28 Camero. Black
with gold pin stripes, air
conditioned, console,
automatic, tilt wheel,
power doors, brand new
tires, $5000. Also stereo
system $700. Call anytime
Mon.-Fri. 762-2218.
1970 Olds 98 convertible,
collectors item, gold with
white top. Excellent condition,extra clean,
original top, 52,000 actual
miles, one owner. White
leather interior, 6 way
power seats. For convertible lovers. Anxious to
sell. Call 753-6500 after 5
p.m.

HOUSE AND
110 ACRES
Attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and 80 acres
located 13 miles
northwest of Murray. Land includes
several acres of
good timber and
approximately 30
acres tendable. Offered at only
$62,500, through
Kopperud Realty,
Main.

1974 Ford Station Wagon.
Drives good, new inside.
$575 or best offer. 7539672.
1978 Caprice Classic
Wagon, 43,000 miles, 9
passenger, AM FM
stereo-tape, cruise control, all power extras, immaculate condition.
/4900. 759-1262.
Clean, local gas-saver.
1976 Toyato Wagon 5
speed. cream. See at 1704
Greenbrier for $2,075. 7534981.
1970 Chevy Impala first
$125. cash takes it. 436
2850.
1976 Pontiac Safanttadi
tion wagon, good
tion. 753-8124.
1973 Ford station wagon,
351 V-8, automatic, good
tires, good condition. 753
7531124.
1978 Toyota Land Cruiser,
hardtop, warn winch. Call
753-8118.

pun,

ni

Peru.& Mermen
Warms
Real Estee
Swink",Coed Sq.
Money, Koatircky
733-4451

1;81 Olds Cutlass
Supreme Brougham, 2
door hardtop, air condition, factory AM-FM
cassette stereo with 4
speakers, wire wheels,
9,140 actual miles. Call

Jaime.

FOR
SALE

441737r0FMr..E
3 acres wooded property.
Kirby Jennings Trail
area, close to lake. Asking 12750. 753-6054.
Approximately 41 acres
corner of Penny Rd
and Spring Creek church
road. Caln89 2125

on

45. FARMS FOR SAL
Secluded Sd(mm. f,jrm With

brick home and large
barn. $25 000.00. Calf 5-9,
p.m. 759 1644.

1.1111111115, KAITI9509
1 200Syrsimorc
%mac Savour y 42071
NM 753 1492

Alexander SeptscTank For your Irene hauling and
Cleaning. Vacuum clean- hone spreading white rock
ed from your driveway. BM* Ulna coal naUlIng
Roger
Industrial. residential. tail 753 645 or see
10 miles
or commercial. 34 hour Hudson located
eest on Hwy 04
service Call 753 5033.

Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters installed Per your spec if ca
tions. Catl Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate_

M.M.MARD

AKC Miniature
Schnauzer 8 weeks old.
Pick now for Christmas
gift. Call 753-0726 after
5:00 anytime week-end.
Registered pointer bird
dog puppies 12 weeks old.
of good hunting stock.
Wanted - older or Out
each 753-9365.
graduate female student $50.
to share house, very
dog free to good
reasonable expenses. Call Adult
home. Half Brittainy
_ 759-4011 after 6 p.m.
Spaniel half English Set3 bedroom house in Alm° ter. Call Lyn in daytime
Heights $275.00 month. 762-3809 or evening 7536836.
Phone 753-8411.

WAILABLE

NOA4ES FOR

X 31P1 X
49 USED CARS
,SERVICES OFFERED SERVICE OFFE E

HpmEs FOR SAL

,46.
Brick duplex 1 block
'University, $42500 Will
Sell each apartment fOr
172,500. 759 1074, 753 2649

1980 Model Buick
Skylark, tan, 4
door, flat bench
seat with armrest,

air, automatic,
power steering,
power brakes, low
miles, 6 cylinder,
front wheel drive.
Fine medum size
COT.

PARKER
FORD
701

main 753 5273

50 USED TRUar

Moine Sonia Co.,
Amine mil 'rill sidle',
clubs trim work.
Reruns. Call VIM Ed
Bailey, TAW. 4

Proressiona 1.
paperhanging, painting,
'arm buildings, top, sides.
Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
v.arris. 759- 1987.

80 GMC Van conversion.
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into
paneling
bed), rally wheels Carpenter
custom paint and cap etc. 30 years experience
tains chairs. 13,000 miles. 436 2253
_Reply to 753:5014.
Will sharpen hand saws,
1977 Ford pickup 302, chain saws and skill saws.
automatic, new tires, new Call 753 4656.
silver paint, 59,000 miles,
13000. 753-3387.
Tree trimming and
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and removal Hedges and
Trucks available. Many shrubs. Firewood. 753
sell for under 1200.00. Call 5476,
312-742-1143 Ext. 2641 for Need work on your trees?
information on how to Topping, pruning, shappurchase.
ing, complete removal
and more Call BOVER'S
SURPLUS CARS, TREE SERVICE,for proJEEPS, AND TRUCKS fessional tree care. 753NOW AVAILABLE thru 8536.
local Government Sales,
call 1-714-569-0241 for your Roofing Hot Tar and
directory on how to pur
Gravel Roofs Ask about
chase. Open 24 hours
5 year guarantee. Roofs
coated cold or hot apSERVICES OFFERED plications shingle roofs
Concrete block and brick remo•fed and replaced.
Complete roof and deckwork. 20 years ex
perience. Free estimates ing removed and replac
ed. Roll roofing
Call 753-5476.
fiberglass shingles inWet basement? We make stalled on straight 4x12
wet basements dry, work roof 533 50 Labor and
completely guaranteed. material. All work
Call or write: Morgan guaranteed the profes
Construction Co. Rt. 2 sionals,Yates Roofing Co.
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky. 642 0158 call collect.
42001 or call day or night
1-44-7026.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
K & K Slump Removal. perience. Carpentry, con
Do you need stumps crete, plumbing, roofing,
removed from yobr yard sliding NO JOB TO
or land cleared of SMALL. Free estimates.
stumps? We can remove Days 474 2359, nights 474
stumps up to 24- below 2276.
the ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Cali Fence sales at Sears now.
for free estimate, Bob Call Sears 753 2310 for
Kemp 435 43413 or Bob free estimate for your
needs
Kpmp, Jr. 435 4319

ESTATE AUCTION
Satyr*, December 12 at 10 A.M., Rio
or Mite at the late Mr. 8 Mrs. I. W.(Jimmy)
IY
Gleam home, 1480 !Asses Bled, blowsy,
Toro west off Soot% 12th. (Ors Les Ferris, E.

eartriz)

Antiques & Collectibles: 4 pc.
bedroom suit w/mossive poster bed (antique but in new cond.), cedar jewelry box,
churns, cookie jars, milk can, butterfly
quilt, Model 97 Winchester pump, 10A
Remington pump, A. J. Aubrey single
barrel hammerless (all 12 gouge), iron
skillets, mechanical banks.
The following 4 pieces in new condition: beautiful Lane cedar chest, cabinet
model Singer sewing machine (used vein,
little), nice livingrpom suit, modern
dinette set, Maytag washer & dryer;
assorted tobles & Choirs, clocks, metal
kitchen • cabinet, lawn -chairs, Filter
Queen sweeper, bookcase heodboord
bedroom suit, pots, pans, dishes & other
misc. items.
Not responsible for accidents, refreshments available. For information or
your auction needs,call

Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
Autioneer
492-1594

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
228 L. P. Seer St tarims he.csnommtr castor)

Specializing in Senior 0thens
Heir Cats $1.00
Op..ken
Mop., Ties., Mors., hi., Set.
8-12 - 753-3t3S

NEWTON ANNOUNCES

Eady Barr Specials
Save
order your Seim Preissetiew items mew.
Tees.
1163 Crsiessigars, 1903 Pocks. Plestwors, Key
Mooches.
Seek
Gihwera
For delivery met 14••.•Doc. Pay I. Mo. 1163. No
price immerse assaroateed. Oman Merclimerlim.
Coll Maws Gedoc • 439•21130.

AUCTION

SATURDAY,DECEMBER 12
10:00 A.M. - RAIN OR SHINE
DAN'S IMPLEMENT COMPANY
BARLOW,KENTUCKY

111111111111111111iiMii&Li.11111111111111111
1176 - Feed 94419, chow wicluois, 2,129 hrs
"Excellent", 1171 - Peet 251S, dretrylii
PTO, 48 hrs , "Like New' 1106 - SOW diesel
2,203 Iva, "Excellent", 1177 - Feed 77118, &Net
941 hr, "Very Nice", 1172 - Feed OW diesel
"Clean'', 11411 - AC 11111•XT, diesel.nes.
overlioul & point, "Nice", 1170 - AC 188, diesel
3,090 Iws "Clean, Original", 1873 - Feed 1101110,
diesel, complete motor overhaul,"Good" Amigo,
Cam Tweeter whvide front, "Runs"

11111111111W.T .l

•

k

"New" BURCH 188" hydraulic fold disc, "New"
iamb 12'0" wheel
disc,
Bomb 11'6'
disc, Used - Tellies, 18' hydraulic fold disc, Tair.
'3" wisest <Inc. "Excenent-,
- Used - $u,
Used - Feed 10' wheel disc, Used - T.a. 10'
wheel disc, Used - Tease 13' wheel disc, Used
- Ac ID' wheel disc

"Now" Sidrairiedar 7' Rotary cutter, Too "New"
14•461 943 Peal 6' heavy duty cutter, Too "Now"
Model 142 Ford 5' Newry duty cutter. "Kew"
meow 040 Feed 5' regular cutter
PIANTE
Used - modal 352 Feed Plemer, 4 row wido.c
openers. "Niue", Used - Medal 352 Ford Nemec
attachment, "Excellent

I row w/Norli

Few - Used - Ford 4 14 Spring trip plows, Two
- Used - Feed 3 14 Spring trip plows, Used Feed 2 14 Spring trip plow, Used - 7' poll Mail
plow; Used - 114 CrIbrer Mew; Tim "Now"
Model 140 Feed 4 16 Swing trip plows, "New"
Medal 140 Feed, 5 16 Spring trip plow, "New"
osodel 101 Ford, 3 14 Sating trip Plow

IIMIIIMINMCM131EN11111111
1 Glamor iy.th 10' head,"GoodFORD BLADES
"New" Model 704A - 8' horrify duty blade, Few
"New" Model 71134. - 7' Medium duty block's,
Used - Model 7113A 6' Medium els" bode
LOA
Used - Freemen Leerier, manual trip, Iits socio
Ford, "Excellent", Used - AC Loodee, manual
trip, fits 180 AC, -Eac•iiont-, Used - ford
Looder w/hyd bucket for Ford 4000, yrs '65 8. up

•'IllaraDIZN1tiq4"Trifil5171-11
-Mew" Medal 451 Now Hefted 7' mower, Tyre
"New" Model 5117 Ford mower mostatiessers, 9',
Use. - Mt Sichla resew's, 7', "Good", Used Model 441 New Nellead NerrIsiste, V,"Nice"
ULTIVATORS
Used - Gloom 13' Field Cultivator, Two - Used
- Feed 4 row cultivators, "Nevi' Iamb 6 row
cultivator, "New" esprido 4 row cultivator
CORN HEADS
Used - FG Coro bleed, 4 row for F Gleaner,
"Nice , Used - Cern Hoed, 2 row tor A 2
Gleoner. Used Corn Head, 2 row for E Gleaner

MISC. E• UWMENT
Used - Model 256 New Nollood Roark "Excei
lent", Used - 1114180, Itie/bsr, IT, sisoi bearing,
for 717 or 716 New
"Excellent", Used Holland Chopper, Yew" " Kowenso Rosary
B...,6 row,"Now" New Nollood 10 beds whoI.
MISCELLANEOUS PARTS
"Now" A Fromm 5118rmala am* look tholl
Seed erewer;"New" duel wheel sot der 7011 Fred
(Rims less tires), "Now" 1101451111 Feed Fewer
Nere,(12 HP 5000 Won 110 220), 125 loses et
Gloms,combies socrierie; Used - AC Seed beam
(several complete), Two "New" 1100.14 'Fa Rlb
rims iso Mosel (8 bolt), Foot "New" AC Fertilleer
be...(Complete w/ouger), Few "Now" AC double
dim Femilese eporrers; "New Weaker bombe Mr
Fled er AC; 81 "New- Ford seal bearlag ember
eseasubbes (complete wklarrips), Two "Now"
esemsbilles; "Now" Ford 7%
demi Mew tilm
'MA lack "Now" basy Rem blossom
Used - tern ber for 9709 Ford;"Now" 1711711'
Gloms, aparbisie blades; ratiery Mbar wiloosa.
seam parse.
AUTOMOBILES
1176 Clarry _Pickup, 4 wheel drive w/Pr &wicirr
4 door
"Good", 11171 Chevy
"Excellent"
TWA& SON*/ eselt, corAskies cited or oppeowed
AN* NO IIXOLPTIOSSI
ewer weeted re orseed • GIGANTIC
tLY
AUCTION oboe orrery Noes ASSOLUTweal
MUIR nes Me wri be sr Amami yea
mobs
eel
thew
weal $41 esleell Medi beer calliorist
le be Well in Semorerry, Docember 13.11 at
s A.M. RIKAROLCHI or WIATMIR her as
ne
fri
Ammo Negated Isisppv Asystlers mart, wider OW
R.
= "INS SELLING MACH1141""AMESNT
AUCTION STYLI" at PAN'S IMPLIMI
CO../ARLON,KY.'RING TOUR RAIN COATS

JAMES R. CASH
1,45 •UCTIONIUR

f•Rm KfrilTuCev
502 6,311444 or 502 423 8535 ST•TIS
SILLING SUCC(SSVUL S•llStr+ SIVIIIAL
f•NCY

1'114 18 1111 1111 li II AY , IC%

10, 1901
1.1-1$4.H & 1 IMF". 1hurialaz. Uri rmi.we

Rites Friday

Christmas
Sale

2

at the

evi
g*i

For Penix
Services for Roy Penix,
Jasper, Ark., will be conducted there Friday. He
died Wednesday at 4:30
p.m. at his home.
Survivors include his
widow, Minna Penix; two
daughters, Vella Penix,
Jasper, and Mrs. Russell
( Rahna 1 Welch, 1504
Beckett Drive, Murray;
two grandchildren, Mandon and Virgil Welch.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to National
Foundation For Cancer
Research, P. 0. Box 81,
Washington, D. C., 20044.

Ie Xing's Den
Savings Up To

40%

vs

Wilkinson Dies Today

On Some Items
os

Cal.; a sister, Mayme
Thompson,and a brother,
Nolan Adams, both of
Murray.
Seven grandchildren
and five greatgrandchildren also survive.
Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements.

Rites Today
For Diuguid

Psychological Study Ordered

Hog Market

ChtIst°
S

I.

Be!Air Ctr.
Open Sunday 1-5
Open Late Each Eve.
753-0550

Fel

k.
Pet
1+1

313

MANHATTEN SEDGEFIELD JORDACHE•

murder of Gisela Leigh
Cox.
Judge Thomas
McNamara, accepting
the guilty plea, sent Mrs.
Cox to Central State
Hospital in Petersburg.
After psychiatric treatment there she will
return to court for sentencing.
On the day of her
daughter's death, Mrs.
Cox ran from her house in
Norfolk and into a
neighbor's home. Gisela,
she screamed to a friend,
had been attacked by an
r, testimony showintrude
Danny Smith.
Court officials said ed.
maximum punishment
for conviction on each
+4.111
Industnal Average
charge is up to five years Air Products
a% +96
-Mite
in prison and $1,000 fine.
American Motors
*6
Ashland
+%
$I%
The indictment said a American Telephone
rib wee
arysler
a -24
Cincinnati Bell telephone Ford
1396-h
operator was told, "I'm GAF
111144 -414
General Dynamics
33% +%
going to shoot the Presi- General Motors
239a +96
General Tire
X tmc
dent when he comes to Goodrich
ISM lac
Goodyear
town next week.
274 +S.
Gulf Oil
Jo
Another indictment Heublein
54 +'4
21A
SAS
quoted Agent Smith as Jenco
1596 -At
K -mart
being told: "When Penes*
No Trade
+%
3696
Oats
Reagan comes to Cincin- Quaker
3496 +44
Texaco
kill
to
Trade
going
No
nati, I'm
U.S Tobacco
13% sic
him; he'll never leave the Wendy's
13.79
C E F Fund
airport."

Court after her trial ended Wednesday.
"I wanted to see her go
to heaven now, untouched, unhurt and not influenced by drugs or
other evil things going
around because I've been
through all this and it's
not going to get better,"
said the statement she
gave police after her arrest for the March 1, 1980

NORFOLK, Va. (AP)
- A mother who said she
killed her 8-year-old
daughter so she could die
"untouched, unhurt and
not influenced by drugs
or other evil things" has
pleaded guilty to seconddegree murder.
"I didn't want to see
my child suffer," Daisy
G. Cox told police in a
statement filed in Circuit

Audrey Adams Wilkinson, 80, 501 North Fifth
Street, died today at 12:30
a.m. in Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her husband, N. L. Wilkinson,
died Nov. 4, 1974.
Survivors include a
daughter, Mrs. Mack
(Barbara) King, Bowling
Green; a son, Leonard
wilkincon, mariposa,

Services for William
(Poss) Diuguid, 75, Rt. 8,
Murray, were today at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Dr. David C.
Roos officiating. Burial
was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Diuguid died Monday.
Federal-State Market hews Service
December It, 1901
is survived by a
He
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
, James Alfred
brother
Stations
Buying
6
Includes
Report
Receipts. Act. 676 Est 71110 Barrows I, Gilts
, Sarasota, Fla.,
Diuguid
50
to
steady
mostly
55 75 higher Sows
and four nieces, Alice
higher
$40 50-41 00
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
Wilkinson, Livonia,
, 83975-4073
200-210 lbs
.....$40 25-40 75
US 2 210-250 Its
Marlene Diuguid
Mich.,
$39 25-40.25
US 2-3250470 lbs
Craft, Key West, Fla.,
Sows
0.00-30.00 Norma Diuguid Williams,
US 1-2270-31041183000-3100
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
631.0032.50
US 1-3 450-500'ha
Sarasota, Fla., and Susan
632 50-33.50
lbs
US 1-3 505650
Diuguid White, Berkley,
12900-3000
US 2-3300-500 lbs
Boars 24 00-27.00
Mich.

Ivo

Mit Wing's en

Mother Pleads Guilty

Obituaries

E

JORDA

MANHATTEN SED

COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - A federal judge
ordered a psychological
study of a former security guard indicted
Wednesday for alleged
threats made against
President Reagan when
the chief executive appeared at a Republican
fund raiser in Cincinnati.
William Chapman, 56,
was indicted by a federal
grand jury on two counts
of threatening Reagan's
life and on one count of
using a telephone to
threaten the president.
U.S. District Judge
William 0. Bertelsman

ordered Chapman, a
former security guard, to
undergo psychiatric examination at the
Veterans Hospital in Cincinnati at the request of a
defense attorney.

Stock Market

Chapman was accused
of making the threats
against the president on
Nov. 26 to a telephone
operator. She traced the
call to Chapman's home.
The indictment's alleged Chapman made
another threat against
the president while being
interviewed the same day
by Secret Service Agent
`'•
it! NI:

•o'''''' •••..........••
.................•
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Bamboo Hanging
Chair Swings
New Shipment of Baskets
and Wicker Basketware

PharnlaCyi:P
DiSCOUnt
753-2380 ""
Plaza
pic
Olym
506N 12th
PRESCRIPTION
E
PRIC
EVERYDAY LOW
1.109113114r.

Wicker
Settee Set

M-Thurs. 10-5 - Fri. 10-11Sat. 10-5 Sun. 1-5
Dixieland Center 753-0317 Murray

WAL-MART

Because it uses standard
35mm film.

CORRECTION
These 3 Items Were
Incorrect In Our Tues. Insert
In "The Ledger Si Times"

"push button" use. Just aim and shoot. A
warning light in the viewfinder tells you
when to use the built-in electronic Hash.
Everyone can use it!

Unleash The Spirit!

Tylenol

Blue Stratos
Cologne
$399

Extra Strength
Capsules

Save I 87
Womens "PolarBootie
•(.,,,or
twows
'mac,COS°,e
fleece ,nirc
▪

1
)

•
Wanve,
" C
•Peg 65'

23.77
7

Ladles eepreee
sty.* LCD Chosn2
er
WM*es Gends
secry,11
..trar
bre, nrr K 040.
Ina Ntre.no..•
•
.•,natne inn no s..o.
9*
34.• •ilep,
-or• •No,
.

$399
100 Capsules

1-5/8 oz.

,

ao,SU,CC

'Automatic CdS Exposure
'Fast F2.II lens
System EV9 ( F2 8t/60)- EV17
*Triple shutter speed 1/250
F22.•1/250)
0
+1139+16
tuner
'
Symbol focusing system in - •Variable dela y set/
•ASA from 25-400
(3.3 feet)
*Full control viewfinder display
'Supplied with deluxe eveready
rase/neck strap

A wide range of color and block & white
35mm size films for prints and slides is
available everywhere. 4 times larger than
110 (pocket) film the finished pictures ore
sharper and clearer.

°/

*Wine Rocks

Konica C35-EF

Indoors, the action stopping electronic Hash,
freezes motion for clear, sharp, colorful
photos. No attachments-no forgetting to
take the Hash, no buying of Hash bulbs. Used outdoors, the Hash fills in shodows for
more pleasing results.

20% off
10 Off
20% Off

3 Pieces

Special Price On Kitchen
Gift Sets

Prices Good Thru Dec. 16

DEN

APS

aAMS°

%.
wel1
i.1447)1

641 N. And Bel Air Center Merrily, Ky.
a
71,7471411111(

dr,lorred r

Pas

7:4 .w3r,
my. o..atirtalk..•

:VI+, •

Holiday Special

Sr.3 56
L.614“ SA.LCD
0.46•1: VP 4410.

DEVELOPING & PRINTING
,
.4111PAIPSW
:.0 ..s.. Witt ASP.WoreVediag AVOW efir AWAd AP/MAWA* Aff Age Aft

20 Exp. $3.29
24 Exp. $3.69
3.6 Exp. $5.79
12 Exp. $1 99
We proces Kodak, Fuji, Focal and all other
brands of C-41 film.

Colo. Sail, Developed L ',rioted

kb.

Does net Weisel* CesteddKO 39. foreman Mem or processes'
bY "4°6

Coupon Must Accompany Order

)4;
A`ipp

•••

Benylin
Cough Syrup

Buf-Puf
Nonmedicated Cleansing
Sponge
For Beautiful Skin

200/ Off

Vis
One Group Ws

,

Now Available
Without
A Prescription$1 47

KNIT
SHIRTS .5-11

Mee's hipster Werth"

20%

Off

he Rack Ladies

Calculator
A87

Ambassador
Christmas Cards
Single & Boxed

T1-30 $1

ATS NI Sizes Bram lets

260's

Sirls

•

Net $ Wester'

jA agarets

e./

,

,.5;

imors211%

%

Met's Hamel

SHIRTS

Curity

51% Pey41% CON

9fi%
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;IRIS
BOOTS

Settle-Workman

Tree

...„
.1

BEST
+WNW.
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COPY AVAILABLE
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Off
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Gifts that torkke it a great
Christmas!

c
88

Price

COATS, DRESSESna 01 SPORTSWEAR In0/
& SPORTSWEAR ZU /0 Off Sizes 1 heftier MN 14 LU /0017

Ore,

SuperSoft
Puffs

$129

sail

h

CO

All biles Witter

Texas Instruments
Electronic Slide-Rule

SLACKS
bt Slit!

